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Equivariant principal bundles
and their classifying spaces

WOLFGANG LÜCK

BERNARDO URIBE

We consider � –equivariant principal G –bundles over proper � –CW–complexes
with a prescribed family of local representations. We construct and analyze their
classifying spaces for locally compact, second countable topological groups � and
G with finite covering dimensions, where G is almost connected.

55R91; 55P91

Introduction

Let � and G be topological groups. We will introduce the notion of a �–equivariant
principle G–bundle over a �–CW–complex, ie a principal G–bundle pW E ! B

together with left �–actions on E and B commuting with the right G–action on E

such that p is �–equivariant. For every e 2 E we obtain a local representation
�eW �p.e/!G uniquely determined by �1 �eD e ��e. / for  2 �p.e/ , where �p.e/

is the isotropy group of p.e/ 2 B . One can consider such bundles where the family
of local representations R is prescribed, eg one may demand that �p.e/ is always
compact and allow only certain homomorphisms �e .

Our main technical result is Theorem 8.1, where we prove that a �–equivariant principal
G –bundle pW E!B is the same as a ��G –CW–complex E , provided that the family
of locally representations satisfies Condition (H) introduced in Definition 6.1. This im-
plies the main result of this paper (Theorem 11.4) which gives a universal �–equivariant
principal G –bundle with respect to a given family of local representations R, provided
that R satisfies Condition (H).

Condition (H) is needed to ensure homotopy invariance for �–equivariant principal G –
bundles. It is automatically satisfied if � and G are locally compact second countable
groups with finite covering dimensions (eg Lie groups), G is almost connected (ie G

modulo its connected component of the identity is compact) and all base spaces are
�–CW–complexes with compact isotropy groups; see Theorem 6.3.
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Equivariant principal bundles have been studied before by several authors (see Hamble-
ton and Hausmann [9], Lashof [18], Lashof and May [19], Lashof, May and Segal [20],
May [24], Maruyama and Shimakawa [28] and tom Dieck [7] and references therein)
and our construction generalizes all the previous constructions in the following sense.
We isolated the conditions that the groups � and G and the family of local repre-
sentations need to satisfy in order to ensure the existence of a universal equivariant
bundle associated to the prescribed family of local representations as base; this is the
Condition (H) mentioned above. Moreover, in the literature some conditions about the
restriction of the bundles to �–invariant neighborhoods of points in the base space are
demanded; we show that they automatically follow from our setting in Theorem 9.1 if
the Condition (H) is satisfied.

In Section 15 we have included a study of the case G D PU.H/, the projective
unitary group, endowed with the norm topology. The main result in Section 15 is
Theorem 15.12, which produces a universal �–equivariant stable projective unitary
bundle for almost free �–CW–complexes. This result generalizes Barcenas, Espinoza,
Joachim and the second author’s [5, Theorem 3.21], where � is assumed to be discrete.
This universal bundle is relevant for equivariant twisted topological K–theory since
with this bundle it can be defined as a parameterized equivariant cohomology theory.

Our results carry directly over to the case where one allows an intertwining between
the �– and the G –action, ie there exists a group homomorphism � W �! aut.G/ and
the condition that the �– and G –action on the total space commute is replaced by the
weaker condition  � .e �g/D . � e/ � �. /.g/. A typical example for such a nontrivial
intertwining is the case � D Z=2, G D U.n/ and � W Z=2 ! aut.U.n// given by
complex conjugation, which leads to real vector bundles in the sense of Atiyah [2]. For
the simplicity of the exposition we only treat the case where � is trivial.

Throughout this paper we will work in the category of compactly generated spaces
(see Steenrod [33] and Appendix A) and subgroups are always understood to be closed
subgroups. Most of the equivariant CW–complexes under consideration are proper, or,
equivalently, have compact isotropy groups.
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1 Principal bundles

We recall some basic facts about principal G–bundles over CW–complexes for a
topological group G .

Definition 1.1 (Quasiregular open set and regular space) An open subset U � B is
called quasiregular if for any x 2 U there exists an open neighborhood Vx whose
closure in B is contained in U . An space is called regular if it separates points from
closed subsets.

The main point of this notion is that a quasiregular open subset equipped with its
subspace topology is again compactly generated (see Lemma A.1(i)) and preimages of
quasiregular open subsets are again quasiregular open subsets; see Lemma A.1(ii).

Definition 1.2 (Principal G –bundle) A principal G –bundle pW E! B consists of
a space E with right G –action, a space B with trivial G –action and a G –map p such
that p is locally trivial, ie for any b2B there exists a quasiregular open neighborhood U

of b in B and a G –homeomorphism �W G �U ! p�1.U / satisfying p ı� D pr for
the projection prW U �G! U .

In the previous definition we have added the condition that the local trivialization can
be done on a quasiregular open set. On the standard definition of principal bundles the
quasiregularity is not required. Nevertheless, since in this article we will work in the
category of equivariant CW–complexes, and any invariant open subset of an equivariant
CW–complex is automatically quasiregular (see Lemma A.1(vi)) this extra condition
in the definition is innocuous.

Lemma 1.3 Let B be a CW–complex and let pW E ! B � Œ0; 1� be a principal
G –bundle. Let i0W B D B � f0g ! B � Œ0; 1� be the inclusion.

Then i�
0

p� idŒ0;1�W i�0 E � Œ0; 1�! B � Œ0; 1� is a principal G –bundle and there exists
an isomorphism of principal G –bundles

f W i�0 E � Œ0; 1�!E

over B � Œ0; 1� whose restriction to B � f0g is the identity.

Proof A CW–complex B is paracompact by Miyazaki [25]. Now the proof is analo-
gous to the one of Husemoller [11, Theorem 9.8 in Chapter 3 on page 51] taking into
account that any open subset of B is quasiregular by Lemma A.1(iv) and (v) and that
in [11, Theorem 9.8 in Chapter 3 on page 51] the symbol � stands for the classical
product space, where in our setting � stands for the product within the category of
compactly generated spaces.
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Notation 1.4 Given a � �G–space X , let Xr be the space X but now equipped
with the left � action given by  � x D .; 1/ � x and the right G–action given by
x �g WD .1;g�1/ �x .

Given a space Y with (commuting) left �– and right G–action, let Yl be the same
space but now equipped with the left � �G –action given by .;g/ �y WD  �y �g�1 .

Example 1.5 (Free G–CW–complexes) Let X be a free G–CW–complex. Then
pW Xr !Xr=G is a principal G –bundle. Conversely, if pW E! B is a principal G –
bundle over a CW–complex B , then El carries the structure of a free G –CW–complex
coming from the filtration given by the preimages of the skeletons of B .

These claims are proved by the first author in [22, 1.24 and 1.25 on page 18], and they
will also follow from Theorem 8.1 applied to the special case � D f1g.

Example 1.6 (Free proper smooth G –actions on smooth manifolds) Consider a Lie
group G with a free proper smooth left G –action on a smooth manifold M . Then M

is a proper G–CW–complex by Illman [12] and the projection Mr ! Mr=G is a
principal G –bundle.

2 Equivariant principal bundles

We first fix the notions for the objects we want to study.

Definition 2.1 (�–equivariant principle G–bundle) A �–equivariant principal G–
bundle pW E!B consists of a principal G –bundle together with left �–actions on E

and B (commuting with the right G –actions) such that pW E! B is �–equivariant.

Note that since the � and the G actions commute, then � acts on pW E!B through
G–bundle maps, cf [18, Section 1]; see also [7, Chapter I, Section 8] for this notion
and its main properties including universal objects for a compact Lie group � and a
topological group G , where also a twisting of the left �– and right G–actions by a
homomorphism �! aut.G/ is allowed. Sometimes in the literature some conditions
about the restriction of the bundles to �–invariant neighborhoods of points in the base
space are demanded or can only be proved in the case that G is a compact Lie group;
see for instance [7, Proposition 8.10 on page 58]. We will show that they automatically
follow from our setting in Theorem 9.1.

We mention some basic properties of �–equivariant principal G –bundles.
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If f W X ! B is a �–map of �–CW–complexes and pW E ! B is a �–invariant
principal G –bundle, then the map f �pW f �E!X obtained from the pullback of p

with f ,

f �E
xf //

f �p

��

E

p

��
X

f

// B;

is a �–equivariant principal G–bundle again. An isomorphism of two �–invariant
principal G –bundles p0W E0!X and p1W E1! B over the �–CW–complex B is
a homeomorphism f W E0!E1 which is compatible with both the left �–action and
the right G –action and satisfies p1 ıf D p0 .

Lemma 2.2 Let p0W E0!B and p1W E1!B be �–equivariant principle G –bundles
over the �–CW–complex B . Let f W E0 ! E1 be a map which is compatible with
both the left �–actions and the right G –actions and satisfies p1 ıf D p0 .

Then f is an isomorphism of �–equivariant principal G –bundles.

Proof The map f is a homeomorphism because of the local triviality of the principal
G –bundles p0 and p1 .

3 Families of local representations

In this section we introduce the local representations coming from the left action of
the �–isotropy group of a point b in the base space and the free right G –action on the
fiber over b (after choosing a lift of b to the total space).

Definition 3.1 (Local representations) Let pW E! B be a �–equivariant principal
G –bundle. Consider e 2E . Then we obtain a (continuous) group homomorphism

(3-1) �eW �p.e/!G

uniquely determined by  � e D e � �e. / for  2 �p.e/ , where �p.e/ is the isotropy
group of p.e/ 2 B .

The homomorphism �e is indeed a homomorphism by the calculation

e � �e.1 � 2/D .1 � 2/ � e D 1 � .2 � e/

D 1 � .e � �e.2//D .1 � e/ � �e.2/

D .e � �e.1// � �e.2/D e � .�e.1/ � �e.2//:

Algebraic & Geometric Topology, Volume 14 (2014)
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It is continuous since the map G!p�1.e/, g 7! e �g is a homeomorphism because of
the local triviality of the principal G –bundle p and the map �p.e/!p�1.e/,  7!  �e

is continuous.

Remark 3.2 (Basic properties of the local representations) If we replace e by eg

for some g 2G , then �eg D cg�1 ı�e for cgW G!G the conjugation homomorphism
sending g0 to gg0g�1 .

If we replace e by  e for some  2� , then �p.e/D 
�1�p.e/ and �eD �e ıc�1 .

If

E0

xf //

p0

��

E1

p1

��
B0

f

// B1

is a morphism of �–equivariant principal G –bundles, then

�p0
e D �

p1

xf .e/
ı ie

holds for all e 2E0 , where ieW �p0.e/! �
p1ı
xf .e/

is the inclusion.

Definition 3.3 (Family of local representations) A family R of local representations
for .�;G/ is a set of pairs .H; ˛/, where H is a subgroup of � and ˛W H !G is a
continuous group homomorphism such that the following conditions are satisfied.

� Finite intersections Suppose that .H0; ˛0/ and .H1; ˛1/ belong to R. Define
H WD fh 2H0 \H1 j ˛0.h/D ˛1.h/g and ˛W H ! G by ˛ D ˛0jH D ˛1jH .
Then .H; ˛/ 2R.

� Conjugation in G If .H; ˛/ belongs to R and g 2 G , then .H; cg�1 ı ˛/

belongs to R.

� Conjugation in � If .H; ˛/ belongs to R and  2 � , then .H�1; ˛ ı c�1/

belongs to R.

Definition 3.4 ((Pre)family of local representations associated to a �–equivariant
principal G –bundle) Let pW E! B be a �–equivariant principal G –bundle. Define
the prefamily of local representations of p to be

R0.p/ WD f.�p.e/; �e/ j e 2Eg:

Let R.p/ be the smallest system of local representations containing R0.p/. We
call R.p/ the family of local representations associated to p .
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One easily checks using Remark 3.2 that R0.p/ is closed under conjugation, but
not necessary under finite intersections so that R0.p/ itself is not a family of local
representations.

We want to deal with families of local representations to ensure that the following
lemma is true.

A family of subgroups of G is a set of subgroups of G closed under conjugation and
taking finite intersections.

Lemma 3.5 Let R be a family of local representations for � and G . For .H; ˛/ in R
let K.H; ˛/ be the subgroup of � �G given by

K.H; ˛/ WD f.; ˛. // j  2H g:

Put
F.R/D fK.H; ˛/ j .H; ˛/ 2Rg:

Then F.R/ is a family of subgroups of � �G .

Proof We have to check that F.R/ is closed under conjugation and finite intersections.

Consider K 2 F.R/ and .;g/ 2 � �G . Choose .H; ˛/ 2 R with K D K.H; ˛/.
Then

.;g/�1
�K � .;g/D .;g/�1

�K.H; ˛/ � .;g/

D f.;g/�1
� .h; ˛.h// � .;g/ j h 2H g

D f.�1h;g�1˛.h/g/ j h 2H g

D f.c .h/; cg�1 ı˛ ı c .c�1.h// j h 2H g

D fh0; cg�1 ı˛ ı c .h
0/ j h0 2 �1H g

DK.�1H; cg�1 ı˛ ı c /:

Since .�1H; cg�1 ı ˛ ı c / belongs to R, we conclude that .;g/�1 �K � .;g/

belongs to F.R/.

Consider K0;K1 2 F.R/. Choose .Hi ; ˛i/ in R with Ki DK.Hi ; ˛i/ for i D 0; 1.
Define H WD fh 2H0\H1 j ˛0.h/D ˛1.h/g and ˛W H !G by ˛ D ˛0jH D ˛1jH .
Then K0\K1 DK.H; ˛/ and .H; ˛/ 2R. This implies K0\K1 2 F.R/.

Remark 3.6 (Families) We later will consider the classifying space EF .�/ of a
family of subgroups of � . It can be defined without the condition that F is closed
under finite intersections (being closed under conjugation is enough) but this extra
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condition is usually required to ensure that for two �–spaces X and Y whose isotropy
groups belong to F also the isotropy groups of X � Y with the diagonal �–action
belong to F .

It is actually more convenient to require instead of the condition that F is closed
under finite intersections that it is closed under subgroups. However, this rules out
one important case, namely, the case of the family of open compact subgroups, which
naturally occurs in the context of locally compact second countable totally disconnected
groups � .

If R is closed under subgroups, ie, for .H; ˛/ 2R and any subgroup K �H we have
.K; ˛jK / 2R, then F.R/ is closed under taking subgroups.

Remark 3.7 (Local representations and pullbacks) Let pW E!B be a �–equivariant
principal G–bundle and let f W A ! B be a �–map. Let R be a family of local
representations. Suppose that we have R.p/�R. Then we get R.f �p/�R for the
pullback f �p , provided for any .H; ˛/ 2R and any subgroup K �H which occurs
as isotropy group in A, we have .K; ˛jK / 2R. This follows from Remark 3.2.

If we make the assumption that R is closed under subgroups, then f �p automatically
satisfies R.f �p/�R if R.p/�R holds.

4 Condition (S)

Definition 4.1 (Condition (S)) Given a topological group � and a (closed) sub-
group H � � , we say that the pair .�;H / satisfies Condition (S) if the projection
prW �!�=H has a local cross section, ie there is a quasiregular open neighborhood U

of 1H 2 �=H together with a map � W U ! � such that pr ı � D idU .

A topological group � satisfies Condition (S) if for any subgroup H � � the pair
.�;H / satisfies Condition (S).

The role of the Condition (S) is to ensure the following lemma.

Lemma 4.2 Let f W E! �=H be a �–map for some subgroup H � � . Suppose that
the pair .�;H / satisfies Condition (S). Then the �–map

uW � �H f �1.1H /!E; .; e/ 7!  � e

is a homeomorphism.
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Proof The map u is clearly a bijective map of sets. Now, the Condition (S) ensures
that there is an open neighborhood U � �=H of 1H and a map sW U ! � whose
composite with the projection prW �! �=H is the identity on U . Moreover, the open
subsets U ��=H , pr�1.U /�� and f �1.pr�1.U //�E equipped with the subspace
topologies are compactly generated; see Lemma A.1(i) and (ii). Define a map

vW f �1.pr�1.U //! pr�1.U /�H f �1.1H /; e 7! .s ı�.e/; s ı�.e/�1
� e/;

where � W f �1.pr�1.U //! U is the map induced by pr ıf . Let

ujpr�1.U /�H f �1.1H /W pr�1.U /�H f �1.1H /! f �1.pr�1.U //

be obtained by restricting u. Then ujpr�1.U /�H f
�1.1H / ı v D idf �1.pr�1.U // and

v ı ujpr�1.U /�H f
�1.1H / D idpr�1.U /�H f

�1.1H / . Hence ujpr�1.U /�H f
�1.1H / is a

homeomorphism. Since u is �–equivariant, f �1.pr�1.U // � E and pr�1.U /�H

f �1.1H /� � �H f �1.1H / are open subsets, f �U j  2 �g is an open covering of
�=H and u is bijective, then the map u is a homeomorphism.

Remark 4.3 (Condition (S) and principal bundle structure) If prW � ! �=H is a
principal H –bundle, then the local triviality implies that the pair .�;H / satisfies
Condition (S). The converse is also true, namely, apply Lemma 5.1 (i) in the special
case, where the role of � , H and G is played by � , H and H , and Z D �, and use
the canonical �–homeomorphism � �H H �!Š � , .; h/ 7!  � h.

Condition (S) is satisfied in many cases.

Lemma 4.4 (i) Suppose that � is completely regular, ie for any x 2 � and any
neighborhood U of x in � , there exists a continuous function f W � ! Œ0; 1�

with f .x/D 0 and f .X nU /D 1. Then for any subgroup H � � which is a
compact Lie group, the pair .�;H / satisfies Condition (S).

(ii) A topological group � satisfies Condition (S) if � is discrete, if � is a Lie group,
or more generally, if � is locally compact and second countable and has finite
covering dimension.

Proof (i) This follows from Palais [30]; see also [22, Theorem 1.38 on page 27].
Notice that the conditions that � is completely regular (and hence regular) and H is
compact imply that �=H is regular. Hence every open subset of �=H is quasiregular;
see Lemma A.1(iv).

(ii) This follows from Mostert [26]. The metric needed in [26] follows under our
assumptions from Theorem B.3. Notice that the condition that � is locally compact
implies that �=H is locally compact and hence that any open subset of �=H is
quasiregular; see Lemma A.1(i) (iv) and (v).
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Example 4.5 (Kac–Moody groups) Kac–Moody groups are not Lie groups but all
their compact subgroups are Lie groups; see Kitchloo [15, Theorem 2.4]. Since
they are completely regular, Lemma 4.4(i) applies to them and therefore they satisfy
Condition (S).

5 Equivariant principal bundles over equivariant cells

In this section we want to analyze �–equivariant principal G –bundles over spaces of
the type �=H �Z for some subgroup H � � and space Z with trivial H –action.
Later we will be mainly interested in the case �=H �Dn .

Let H and G be two topological groups, and equip hom.H;G/ with the subspace
topology with respect to the inclusion hom.H;G/�map.H;G/; see Section A.5 for
details.

Consider a space Z and a map � W Z ! hom.H;G/. We have the obvious right
H –action on � and the left H –action on Z�G given by h � .z;g/ WD .z; �.z/.h/ �g/.
Let

p� W � �H .Z �G/! �=H �Z

be the map induced by the projection Z �G!Z . It is compatible with the left �–
action on � �H .Z�G/ given by 0 � .; .z;g//D .0; .z;g// and the left �–action
on �=H �Z given by 0 � . �H; z/D .0 �H; z/. It is also compatible with the right
G –action on ��H .Z�G/ given by .; .z;g// �g0D .; .z;gg0// and the trivial right
G–action on � �H Z . The left �–action and the right G–action on � �H .Z �G/

commute.

Lemma 5.1 Suppose that the pair .�;H / satisfies Condition (S) (see Definition 4.1)
and let Z be a space. Then:

(i) The map p� W ��H .Z�G/!�=H�Z is a �–equivariant principal G –bundle.

(ii) A �–equivariant principal G–bundle E ! �=H �Z is isomorphic as an �–
equivariant principal G –bundle to the map p� for an appropriate map � W Z!
hom.H;G/, provided that the restriction of p to f1H g �Z is (after forgetting
the H –action) a trivial principal G –bundle.

(iii) Given two maps �0W Z! hom.H;G/ and �1W Z! hom.H;G/, we have that
the �–equivariant principal G –bundles p�0

and p�1
are isomorphic if and only

if there is a map !W Z!G such that

�1.z/.g/D !.z/ � �0.z/.h/ �!.z/
�1

for all h 2H and z 2Z .
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(iv) Given a map � W Z! hom.H;G/, the homomorphism �.;.z;g//W �.H ;z/!G

associated to p� in (3-1) for .; .z;g// 2 � �H .Z �G/ is given by

�.H ;z/ D H�1;

�.;.z;g//. � h � 
�1/D g�1�.z/.h/ �g:

Proof (i) It remains to show that p� W � �H .Z �G/! �=H �Z is a principal
G–bundle after forgetting the �–action. The Condition (S) ensures that there is a
quasiregular open neighborhood U � �=H of 1H and a map sW U ! � whose
composite with the projection prW �!�=H is the identity. Notice that the open subsets
U � �=H and pr�1.U / � � equipped with the subspace topology are compactly
generated by Lemma A.1(i) and (ii).

Define xsW pr�1.U /!H by xs. /D sıpr. /�1 � . It has the property xs. �h/Dxs. /�h
for all  2 p�1.U / and h 2H . Define maps

˛W .U �Z/�G! pr�1.U /�H .Z �G/;

ˇW pr�1.U /�H .Z �G/! .U �Z/�G;

by

˛..H; z/;g/ WD .; .z; �.z/.xs. //�1
�g//;

ˇ.; .z;g// WD ..H; z/; �.z/.xs. // �g/:

Then ˛ and ˇ are to one another inverse G –homeomorphisms. They induce isomor-
phisms of principal G –bundles from p� restricted to U �Z to the trivial principal G –
bundle over U �Z . One easily checks using Lemma A.1(ii) applied to the standard map
�=H�ZDk.�=H�p Z/!�=H�p Z (see Sections A.2 and A.3) and Lemma A.1(i)
that U �Z is a quasiregular open subset of �=H �Z . Since H 2 �=H is contained
in the open subset  �U and p� is a �–equivariant map, we conclude that p� is locally
trivial and hence a principal G –bundle.

(ii) In the sequel we identify the subspace f1g �Z of �=H �Z with Z . Define the
�–map

uW � �H p�1.Z/!E; .; e/!  � e:

It is a homeomorphism by Lemma 4.2. It is compatible with the natural right G –actions
and commutes with the left �–actions. The restriction pjp�1.Z/W p

�1.Z/!Z of p to
Z D f1g�Z is a principal G –bundle over Z . By assumption pjp�1.Z/ is isomorphic
to the trivial principal G –bundle over Z . Hence we can choose a G –homeomorphism

f W Z �G
Š
�! p�1.Z/
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such that the composite pjp�1.Z/ ı f is the canonical projection Z �G ! Z . Let
� W Z ! hom.H;G/ be defined by the map �f .z;1/ (see (3-1)), ie � is uniquely
determined by h �f .z; 1/Df .z; 1/ ��.z/.h/. (It is continuous because of the properties
of the category of compactly generated spaces listed in Section A.4.) We define a left
H –action on Z �G by h � .z;g/D .z; �.z/.h/ � g/. Then f is compatible with the
left H –actions by the calculation

f .h � .z;g//D f .z; �.z/.h/ �g/

D f .z; 1/ � �.z/.h/ �g D h �f .z; 1/ �g D h �f .z;g/:

We obtain a homeomorphism compatible with the obvious left �–actions and with the
obvious right G –actions

� �H .Z �G/
id� �H f
������! � �H p�1.Z/

u
�!E:

This is an isomorphism of �–equivariant principal G –bundles from p� W ��H.Z�G/!

�=H �Z to pW E! �=H �Z .

(iii) Let
f W � �H .Z �G/

Š
�! � �H .Z �G/

be an isomorphism of �–equivariant principal G –bundles from p�0
to p�1

. Notice that
the left H –actions on .Z �G/ in the source and the target are different, the first one
depends on �0 , the second on �1 . There is precisely one map !W Z!G satisfying
f .1; .z; 1//D .1; .z; !.z///. (It is continuous because of the properties of the category
of compactly generated spaces listed in Section A.4.) Since f is compatible with the
natural left �–actions and with the natural right G–actions, we get for h 2 H and
z 2Z ,

.1; .z; �1.z/.h/ �!.z///D .1; h � .z; !.z///D .h; .z; !.z///

D h � .1; .z; !.z///D h �f .1; .z; 1//

D f .h � .1; .z; 1///D f .h; .1; z//

D f .1; h � .z; 1//D f .1; .z; �0.z/.h//

D f .1; .z; 1// � �0.z/.h/D .1; z; !.z// � �0.z/.h/

D .1; .z; !.z/ � �0.z/.h//
�
:

This implies �1.z/.h/ �!.z/D !.z/ � �0.z/.h/ for all h 2H and z 2Z .

For the converse, the map

� �H .Z �G/! � �H .Z �G/;

.; .z;g// 7! .; .z; w.z/g///
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satisfies the desired properties.

(iv) Consider .; .z;g// 2 � �H .Z �G/. One easily checks

�.H ;z/ D  ��.1H ;z/ � 
�1
D  �H � �1:

We compute for h 2H in � �H .Z �G/,

. � h � �1/ � .; .z;g//D . � h; .z;g//D .; h � .z;g//

D .; .z; �.z/.h/ �g//

D .; .z;g � .g�1
� �.z/.h/ �g///

D .; .z;g// � .g�1
� �.z/.h/ �g/:

This finishes the proof of Lemma 5.1.

6 Discussion of homotopy invariance and Condition (H)

Since we want to have a bundle theory for which there exists a universal bundle, we have
to ensure homotopy invariance, ie if f0; f1W B0!B1 are �–maps and pW E!B1 is
a �–equivariant principal G –bundle, we want to arrange that the pullbacks f �

0
p and

f �
1

p are isomorphic as �–equivariant principal G –bundles.

Let Z be a contractible CW–complex and H � � be a subgroup. Equip Z with the
trivial �–action. Then the projection prW �=H �Z! �=H is a �–homotopy equiva-
lence. Hence in order to guarantee homotopy invariance, we must ensure that every
�–equivariant principal G –bundle pW E! �=H �Z over �=H �Z is isomorphic to
pr�E0 for some �–equivariant principal G –bundle on p0W E0! �=H over �=H .

For ˛ 2 hom.H;G/ the centralizer of ˛ in G is defined to be the subgroup of G given
by

CG.˛/ WD fg 2G j g˛.h/g�1
D ˛.h/ for all h 2H g:

Definition 6.1 (Condition (H)) A family R of local representations in the sense of
Definition 3.1 satisfies Condition (H) if the following hold for every .H; ˛/ 2R:

(i) The path component of ˛ in hom.H;G/ is contained in fcg ı˛ j g 2Gg.

(ii) The pair .G;CG.˛// satisfies Condition (S) introduced in Definition 4.1.

(iii) The pair .�;H / satisfies Condition (S) introduced in Definition 4.1.

(iv) The canonical map

�˛W G=CG.˛/! hom.H;G/; gCG.˛/ 7! cg ı˛

is a homeomorphism onto its image.
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Lemma 6.2 Suppose that the family R of local representations satisfies Condition (H).
Let Z be a (nonequivariant) contractible CW–complex and let pW E! �=H �Z be a
�–equivariant principal G –bundle with R.p/�R.

Then p is isomorphic to pr�E0 for a �–equivariant principal G –bundle p0W E0!�=H

for the projection prW �=H�Z!�=H , or, equivalently, there exists an element .H; ˛/
in R such that p is isomorphic to the �–equivariant principal bundle

p˛W .� �H G/�Z! �=H �Z; ..;g/; z/ 7! .H; z/:

Proof Since Z is contractible, by Lemma 1.3, we have that the restriction bundle
pjf1H g�Z W Ejf1H g�Z !f1H g�Z is trivializable. We can then apply Lemma 5.1(ii)
and we obtain that p is isomorphic to p� for an appropriate map � W Z! hom.H;G/.
Since Z is path connected, the image of � is contained in a path component of
˛ 2 hom.H;G/ if we take ˛ D �.z/ for some z 2 Z . Lemma 5.1(iv) implies
that .H; ˛/ belongs to R.p/ and hence to R. Because of Condition (H) the image
of � W Z ! hom.H;G/ is contained in the image of �˛W G=CG.˛/ ! hom.H;G/.
Since �˛ is a homeomorphism onto its image by Condition (H), we can find a map
x!W Z! G=CG.˛/ with �˛ ı x! D � . Because of Condition (H) and Remark 4.3, the
projection G! G=CG.˛/ is a principal CG.˛/–bundle. Hence its pullback with x!
is a principal CG.˛/–bundle over the contractible CW–complex Z and hence has
a section by Lemma 1.3. Thus we can find a map !W Z ! G whose composite
with the projection G! G=CG.˛/ is x! . This implies that � D c! ı ˛ . Now apply
Lemma 5.1(iii).

Theorem 6.3 Let R be a family of local representations. Then it satisfies Condi-
tion (H) if the following conditions are satisfied.

(i) The group � is locally compact, second countable and has finite covering dimen-
sion, eg is a Lie group, or � is completely regular and all compact subgroups of
� are Lie groups, eg is a Kac–Moody group.

(ii) The group G is locally compact, second countable and has finite covering
dimension, eg is a Lie group.

(iii) The group G is almost connected (see Definition 12.3).

(iv) For every element .H; ˛/ the group H is a compact group.

Proof Condition (i) appearing in Definition 6.1 is proved in Theorem B.1.

Conditions (ii) and (iii) appearing in Definition 6.1 follow from Lemma 4.4(ii).

Condition (iv) appearing in Definition 6.1 is proved in Theorem B.2.
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7 The slice theorem for equivariant CW–complexes

In this section we prove the following slice theorem for �–CW–complexes, generalizing
[22, Theorem 1.37].

Theorem 7.1 (Slice theorem) Let G be a (compactly generated) topological group
and let X be a G –CW–complex. Consider x 2 X together with a Gx –invariant neigh-
borhood Vx . Suppose that the pair .G;Gx/ satisfies Condition (S); see Definition 4.1.

Then there exists a Gx –invariant subset Sx of x with the following properties:

(i) Sx inherited with the subspace topology is compactly generated.

(ii) The closure of Sx is contained in Vx .

(iii) The inclusion fxg ! Sx is a Gx –homotopy equivalence.

(iv) The set U WD G � Sx is a quasiregular G–invariant open subset of X and the
map

G �Gx
Sx
Š
�! U; .g; s/ 7! g � s

is a G –homeomorphism.

Proof Let nx � 0 be the integer for which x 2 Xnx
and x 62 Xnx�1 . We construct

inductively for nD nx; nxC 1; : : : open G –invariant subsets U Œn��X such that the
following conditions hold if we put V DG �Vx .

(1) We have U Œn��Xn , U Œn�� U ŒnC 1�, U Œn�� V and x 2 U Œn� for all n� nx .

(2) For each n� nx there is a G –map

r ŒnC 1�W U ŒnC 1�! U Œn�

satisfying r ŒnC 1� ı i ŒnC 1�D idU Œn� , where i ŒnC 1�W U Œn�! U ŒnC 1� is the
inclusion.

(3) For each n� nx there is a G –homotopy

hŒnC 1�W U ŒnC 1�� Œ0; 1�! U ŒnC 1�

satisfying

hŒnC 1�t D idU ŒnC1� for 0� t � .nC 3/�1;

hŒnC 1�t D i ŒnC 1� ı r ŒnC 1� for .nC 2/�1
� t � 1;

hŒnC 1�.z; t/D z for z 2 U Œn�; t 2 Œ0; 1�;

r ŒnC 1� ı hŒnC 1�D r ŒnC 1� ı prnC1;

where prnC1W U ŒnC 1�� Œ0; 1�! U ŒnC 1� is the projection.
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(4) There is a G –map

r Œnx �W U Œnx �!Gx

so r Œnx �ıi Œnx �D idGx holds, where Gx WDfgx jg2Gg and i Œnx �W Gx!U Œnx �

is the inclusion.

(5) There is a G –homotopy

hŒnx �W U Œnx �� Œ0; 1�! U Œnx �

satisfying

hŒnx �t D idUnx
for t � .nxC 2/�1;

hŒnx �t D i Œnx � ı r Œnx � for t � .nxC 1/�1;

hŒnx �.gx; t/D gx for gx 2Gx; t 2 Œ0; 1�;

r Œnx � ı hŒnx �D r Œnx � ı prnx
;

where prnx
W U Œnx �� Œ0; 1�! U Œnx � is the projection.

Recall that we have for each n� 0 a G –pushout of the form

`
i2InC1

G=Hi �Sn

`
i2In

q
nC1
i //

��

Xn

��`
i2InC1

G=Hi �DnC1 `
i2In

Q
nC1
i

// XnC1:

Next we explain the beginning of the induction. Since x belongs to Xnx
but not

to Xnx�1 , we can find i 2 Inx
and .Hi ;y/ 2 G=Hi � .D

nx n Snx�1/ satisfying
Q

nx

i .gHi ;y/ D x . Choose ıi > 0 such that G=Hi � Bı.y/ is contained in both
G=Hi �Dnx nSnx�1 and .Qnx

i /�1.Vx \Xnx
/, where Bı.y/ is the ball of radius ı

around y . Define a G –map

r Œnx �
0
W G=Hi �Bı.y/!Gy; .gHi ; z/ 7! gy;

and a G –homotopy

hŒnx �
0
W G=Hi �Bı.y/� Œ0; 1�!G=Hi �Bı.y/
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by sending .gHi ; z; t/ to

.gHi ; z/ for t � .nxC 2/�1;�
gHi ;

t � .nxC 2/�1

.nxC 1/�1� .nxC 2/�1
�yC

�
1�

t � .nxC 2/�1

.nxC 1/�1� .nxC 2/�1

�
� z

�
for .nxC 2/�1

� t � .nxC 1/�1;

.gHi ;y/ for t � .nxC 1/�1:

Now define
U Œnx �DQ

nx

i .G=Hi �Bı.y//:

Let
hŒnx �W U Œnx �� Œ0; 1�! U Œnx �

be the G–homotopy uniquely determined by the property that for every element
.gHi ; z; t/ 2G=Hi �Bı.y/� Œ0; 1�, Q

nx

i ıhŒnx �
0.gHi ; z; t/D hŒnx �.Q

nx

i .gHi ; z/; t/

holds. Define the G –map
r Œnx �W U Œnx �!Gx

analogously using r Œnx �
0 . One easily checks that U Œnx �, r Œnx � and hŒnx � have the

desired properties.

Next we explain the induction step from n� nx to nC1. For a real number � 2 .0; 1/
define the subspace

SnŒ�� WD ft � z j t 2 .1� �; 1�; z 2 Sn
g �DnC1;

a map
pŒ��W SnŒ��! Sn; t � z 7! z

and a homotopy

l Œ��W SnŒ��� Œ0; 1�! SnŒ��; .t � z; s/ 7! .t � .1� s/C s/ � z:

If j Œ��W Sn!SnŒ�� is the inclusion, then l Œ��0D idSnŒ�� and l Œ��1D i Œ��ıpŒ��. Roughly
speaking, the homotopy l Œ�� pushes SnŒ�� radially to Sn .

Roughly speaking, we will obtain U ŒnC1� from U Œn� by a thickening into the interior
of the various equivariant .nC 1/–cells such that the thickening is small enough to
ensure that the closure of U ŒnC 1� stays within V . In detail, consider i 2 InC1 . Then
we get inclusions of G –invariants subsets of �=Hi �Sn

.qnC1
i /�1.U Œn�/� .qnC1

i /�1.U Œn�/� .qnC1
i /�1.V /
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because of the induction hypothesis. Notice that .QnC1
i /�1.V / is a G –invariant open

subset of G=Hi �DnC1 containing the closed G–invariant subset .qnC1
i /�1.U Œn�/.

Let prW G=Hi �DnC1 ! DnC1 be the projection. Then the set pr..QnC1
i /�1.V //

is open in DnC1 and contains the closed subset pr..qnC1
i /�1.U Œn�//. Since Sn is

compact, we can choose �i > 0 such that

pŒ2 � �i �
�1
�
pr..qnC1

i /�1.U Œn�//
�
� pr..QnC1

i /�1.V //

holds. Define

U ŒnC 1� WD U Œn�[
[

i2InC1

QnC1
i

�
pr�1

�
pŒ�i �

�1
�
pr..qnC1

i /�1.U Œn�//
���
:

One easily checks that U ŒnC 1� is an open G–invariant subset of XnC1 such that
U ŒnC 1��V holds. The various G –maps idG=Hi

�pŒ�i �W G=Hi�SnŒ��!G=Hi�Sn

fit together to a G –map

r ŒnC 1�W U ŒnC 1�� Œ0; 1�! U ŒnC 1�

such that r ŒnC1�ı i ŒnC1�D idU Œn� holds for the inclusion i ŒnC1�W U Œn�!U ŒnC1j.
The various G –homotopies idG=Hi

�l Œ�i �W G=Hi �SnŒ��!G=Hi �Sn fit together to
a G –homotopy

hŒnC 1�0W U ŒnC 1�� Œ0; 1�! U ŒnC 1�

such that hŒnC1�0
0
D idU ŒnC1� , the image of hŒnC1�1 lies in U ŒnC1�\XnDU Œn�, the

restriction of hŒnC1�0t W U ŒnC1�!U ŒnC1� to U Œn� is the inclusion U Œn�!U ŒnC1�

for all t 2 Œ0; 1� and r ŒnC1�ıhŒnC1�D r ŒnC1�ıprnC1 for prnC1W U ŒnC1�� Œ0; 1�!

U ŒnC 1�. Define a map

� W Œ0; 1�! Œ0; 1�; t 7!

8̂̂<̂
:̂

0 0� t � .nC 3/�1;
t�.nC3/�1

.nC2/�1�.nC3/�1 .nC 3/�1 � t � .nC 2/�1;

1 .nC 2/�1 � t:

One easily checks that the G –homotopy

hŒnC 1� WD hŒnC 1�0 ı .idU ŒnC1� ��/W U ŒnC 1�� Œ0; 1�! U ŒnC 1�

has the desired properties. This finishes the induction step.

Now define
U WD

[
n�nx

U Œn�:

Since each U Œn� � Xn is an open G–invariant subset of Xn and X has the weak
topology with respect to the filtration by its skeletons fXn j n � �1g, the subset U
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of X is open and G –invariant. Since xUn�V holds for all n� 0, we conclude xU �V .
Define the G –map

�Œn� WD U Œn�!Gx

to be the composite U Œn�
r Œn�
��! U Œn� 1�

r Œn�1�
����! � � �

r ŒnxC1�
�����! U Œnx �

r Œnx �
���! Gx . Since

�ŒnC 1� restricted to U Œn� is �Œn�, we obtain a G –map

�W U !Gx:

Let �W Gx! U be the inclusion. Obviously � ı �D idGx . Next we define inductively
for nD nx; nxC 1; : : : G –homotopies

kŒn�W U Œn�� Œ0; 1�! U Œn�

such that kŒn�tD idU Œn� holds for t 2 Œ0; .nC2/�1�, we have kŒn�1D�Œn�, the composite
�Œn� ı kŒn�W U Œn�� Œ0; 1�!Gx factorizes over the projection U Œn�� Œ0; 1�! U Œn� to
�Œn�W U Œn�!Gx , and the following diagram commutes:

U Œn�� Œ0; 1�
kŒn� //

iŒnC1��idŒ0;1�
��

U Œn�

iŒnC1�

��
U ŒnC 1�� Œ0; 1�

kŒnC1�

// U ŒnC 1�

In the induction beginning put kŒnx �D hŒnx �. In the induction step from n � nx to
nC 1, we define kŒnC 1�jU ŒnC1��Œ0;.nC2/�1� to be hŒnC 1�jU ŒnC1��Œ0;.nC2/�1� , and
define kŒnC 1�jU ŒnC1��Œ.nC2/�1;1� to be the composite

U ŒnC 1�� Œ.nC 2/�1; 1�
r ŒnC1��id

Œ.nC2/�1;1�

��������������! U Œn�� Œ.nC 2/�1; 1�

kŒn�j
U Œn��Œ.nC2/�1;1�

��������������! U Œn�
iŒnC1�
����! U ŒnC 1�:

The homotopies kŒn� for nD nx; nxC 1; : : : fit together to a G –homotopy

kW U � Œ0; 1�! U

with k0D idU and k1D �ı� . To summarize, we have �ı�D idGx and kW �ı�'G idU ,
and the composite �ıkW U�Œ0; 1�!Gx factorizes over the projection U�Œ0; 1�!U Œn�

to � .
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Let Sx be the preimage of x under the map �W U !Gx . The G –map G=Gx!Gx ,
g 7! gx is obviously a G–homeomorphism. Since the pair .G;Gx/ satisfies Condi-
tion (S) by assumption, Lemma 4.2 implies that the map

uW G �Gx
Sx
Š
�! U; .g; s/ 7! gs

is a G –homeomorphism. The restriction of � to fxg is the inclusion i W fxg! Sx . The
restriction of � to Sx is a Gx –homotopy inverse of i since � ı kW U � Œ0; 1�! Gx

factorizes over the projection U � Œ0; 1�! U Œn� to � .

Since V is by definition G �Vx and the closure of U is contained in V , the closure
of Sx is contained in Vx .

We conclude from Lemma A.1(vi) that U D pr�1.pr.U // is quasiregular and hence U

equipped with the subspace topology is compactly generated. Since Sx � U is closed,
also Sx is compactly generated. This finishes the proof of Theorem 7.1.

8 Equivariant principal bundles versus equivariant CW–
complexes

In this section we prove one of our main technical results saying that a �–equivariant
principal G –bundle pW E!B is the same as a ��G –CW–complex E with a special
structure of its � �G–isotropy groups provided that R.p/ � R holds for a given
family of local representations R satisfying Condition (H).

Theorem 8.1 Let R be a family of local representations for .�;G/ satisfying Condi-
tion (H) introduced in Definition 6.1.

(i) Let pW E! B be a �–equivariant principal G –bundle with R.p/�R over a
�–CW–complex B . Then El is a � �G –CW–complex whose isotropy groups
belong to the family F.R/ introduced in Lemma 3.5.

(ii) Let E be a left � �G–CW–complex whose isotropy groups belong to F.R/.
Then pW Er !Er=G is a �–equivariant principal G –bundle with R.p/�R.

Proof (i) Let Bn be the n–skeleton of the �–CW–complex structure on B . Put
En WDp�1.Bn/. Let pnW En!Bn be the �–equivariant principal G –bundle obtained
by restricting p to Bn . Next we will show that the filtration of E by the En –s induces
the structure of a � �G –CW–structure on El whose isotropy groups belong to F.R/.
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Fix n� 0. Since B is a �–CW–complex, there exists a �–pushout

ì2I

�=Hi �Sn�1

`
i2I qi //

j

��

Bn�1

J

��

ì2I

�=Hi �Dn `
i2I Qi

// Bn;

where j and J are the inclusions. Consider the square obtained by the pullback
construction applied to pnW En! Bn :

ì2I

q�i J�En D j �Q�i En

`
i2I xqi //

x|

��

J�En

xJ
��

ì2I

Q�i En `
i2I
xQi

// En

This is a diagram of � �G –spaces, the various left � �G –actions come from the left
� �G –action on El . It is a � �G –pushout by Lemma A.5(i) and (ii).

We conclude from Remark 3.2 that R.Q�i En/�R holds. Lemma 6.2 implies that the
�–equivariant principal G –bundle Q�i En is isomorphic to the �–equivariant principal
G–bundle p˛W .� �H G/�Dn! �=H �Dn for some element .H; ˛/ 2R. Hence
there exists a � �G –homeomorphism of left � �G –pairs

(8-1) .� �G/=H 0i � .D
n;Sn�1/

Š
�! ..Q�i En/l ; .q

�
i J�En/l/

for an appropriate subgroup H 0i � � �G belonging to F.R/.

It remains to show that E has the weak topology with respect to the filtration given
by the En –s. This follows from Lemma A.6(i) and (ii). This finishes the proof of
assertion (i).

(ii) Let E be a left � �G–CW–complex whose isotropy groups belong to F.R/.
Firstly, we show that E=G is a �–CW–complex. Consider e 2 E . There exists
.H; ˛/ 2R such that .� �G/e DK.H; ˛/ D f.h; ˛.h/ j h 2 H g. Hence the image
of .� �G/e under the projection � �G ! � is H and hence closed. Lemma A.7
implies that E=G is a �–CW–complex.

Next we show that pW Er ! E=G is a principal G–bundle. Consider b 2 E=G .
Choose e 2 E with p.e/ D b . From the Slice Theorem 7.1 we obtain a .� �G/e –
invariant (compactly generated) subspace S of E containing e such that the map

f W .� �G/�.��G/e S ! .� �G/ �S; ..;g/; s/ 7! .;g/ � s
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is a .� �G/–homeomorphism and .� �G/ �S is an open � �G –invariant (compactly
generated) subset of E . Put V WD p..� �G/ �S/. Choose .H; ˛/ 2R such that

.� �G/e DK.H; ˛/D f.h; ˛.h/ j h 2H g:

We equip S with the left H –action given by h � s WD .h; ˛.h// � s . We obtain a �–map

uW � �H S ! V; .; s/! p ıf ..; e/; s/:

Define the � �G –map

qW .� �G/�.��G/e S ! � �H S; ..;g/; s/ 7! .; s/;

where G acts trivially on the target. Then V is an open �–invariant neighborhood
of b in E=G which is quasiregular by Lemma A.1(vi). Moreover, the following
diagram of right G –spaces commutes, where G acts trivial on � �H S and V , has a
G –homeomorphism as upper horizontal map and identifications as vertical maps:

(8-2)

..� �G/�.��G/e S/r
f

Š
//

q

��

p�1.V /

pj
p�1.V /

��
� �H S

u

Š
// V

Since u is a bijective identification, it is a homeomorphisms. Hence it suffices to show
that q is a principal G –bundle.

Equip S �G with the left H –action given by h � .s;g/ WD .h � s; ˛.h/ �g/. Then

p˛W � �H .S �G/! � �H S; .; .s;g// 7! .; s/

is a well-defined map which is compatible with the obvious left �–actions on the source
and the target and with the obvious right G –action on the source and the trivial right
G –action on the target. Define a map

�W � �H .S �G/
Š
�! ..� �G/�.��G/e S/r ; .; .s;g// 7! ..;g�1/; s/:

It is well-defined by the following calculation for  2 � , s 2 S and g 2G :

..h�1; .˛.h/ �g/�1/; h � s/D .. � h�1;g�1˛.h/�1/; h � s/

D ..;g�1/ � .h; ˛.h//�1; .h; ˛.h// � s/D ..;g�1/; s/

The map � is a homeomorphisms, an inverse is given by ..;g/; s/ 7! .; .s;g�1//. It
is compatible with the left �–actions and the right G –actions. We obtain a commutative
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diagram of spaces with left �–actions and right G–actions, where the spaces in the
lower left and lower right corner carry trivial G –actions:

(8-3)

� �H .S �G/
�

Š
//

p˛

��

..� �G/�.��G/e S/r

uıq

��
� �H S

u

Š
// V

Hence it remains to show that p˛W ��H .S �G/! �=H �S is a principal G –bundle
after forgetting the �–action.

The Condition (S) ensures that there is an open quasiregular neighborhood U � �=H

of 1H and a map sW U ! � whose composite with the projection prW �! �=H is
the identity. Define xsW pr�1.U /!H by xs. /D s ı pr. /�1 �  . It has the property
xs. � h/Dxs. / � h for all  2 p�1.U /. Define maps

�W .pr�1.U /�H S/�G! pr�1.U /�H .S �G/;

�W pr�1.U /�H .S �G/! .pr�1.U /�H S/�G

by

�..; s/;g/ WD .; .s; ˛. /�1
�g//;

�.; .s;g// WD ..; s/; ˛. / �g/:

Then � and � are to one another inverse G–homeomorphism. They induce a triv-
ialization of p˛ restricted to pr�1.U /�H S to the trivial principal G–bundle over
pr�1.U /�H S .

Since H 2 �=H is contained in the open subset  �U and p� is a �–equivariant
map, we conclude that p˛ is locally trivial and hence a principal G –bundle.

This finishes the proof that pW Er ! E=G is a principal G–bundle. Since p is
obviously �–equivariant, p is a �–equivariant principal G –bundle. It remains to prove
R0.p/�R since then R.p/�R holds.

Consider e 2 E . Its isotropy subgroup .� �G/e belongs to F.R/ by assumption.
Hence there exists .H; ˛/ 2R with .� �G/e DK.H; ˛/ WD f.h; ˛.h/ j h 2H g. This
implies that �p.e/ DH . We conclude that �eW H !G is given by ˛ since for h 2H

we have e D .h; ˛.h//�1 � e D .h�1; 1/ � .1; ˛.h�1// � e in the � �G–space E and
hence we get h � e D e �˛.h/ in Er . This finishes the proof of Theorem 8.1.
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9 Local structure

Next we deal with the structure of a �–equivariant principal G –bundles on small open
�b –invariant neighborhoods of points b in the base space.

Theorem 9.1 (Local structure) Let R be a family of local representations for .�;G/
satisfying Condition (H) introduced in Definition 6.1. Let pW E!B be a �–equivariant
principal G –bundle with R.p/�R. Consider any point b 2 B and any �b –invariant
open neighborhood W of b 2 B .

Then for every b in B the exists a commutative diagram

� ��b
.T �G/

f

Š
//

q

��

p�1.V /

pj
p�1.V /

��
� ��b

T
u

Š
// V

with the following properties.

(i) The subset T � B contains b , satisfies T � W , is �b –invariant and �b –
contractible.

(ii) The subset V � B is an open �–invariant neighborhood of b .

(iii) The group �b acts from the right on T �G by

 � .t;g/ WD . � t; �e. / �g/;

where .�e; �e/ is the local representation of p associated to a fixed element
e 2E with p.e/D b ; see (3-1).

(iv) The upper vertical map is a homeomorphism compatible with the left �–actions
and the right G –actions, which at the source is given by

 0 � ..; t/;g/ �g0 D .. 0; t/;gg0/:

(v) The lower horizontal arrow is a homeomorphism compatible with the left �–
actions, and q sends ..; t/;g/ to .; t/.

Proof Because of Theorem 8.1(i) we can interpret El as a � �G–CW–complex.
Then the claim follows from the Slice Theorem 7.1 and the proof of Theorem 8.1(ii).
More precisely, the desired diagram is the diagram of left � � G–spaces coming
from combining the diagrams (8-2) and (8-3), if we replace S by its image T under
pW E! B . This is possible since the projection � �G! � induces an isomorphism
 eW .� �G/e�!

Š �b and pjS W S ! T is a  e –homeomorphism.
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10 Homotopy invariance

Next we show that the pullback of a �–equivariant principal G–bundle with �–
homotopic maps yields isomorphic �–equivariant principal G –bundles.

Theorem 10.1 (Homotopy invariance) Let R be a family of local representations
for .�;G/ satisfying Condition (H) introduced in Definition 6.1. Let B be a �–CW–
complex and let pW E ! B � Œ0; 1� be a �–equivariant principal G–bundle with
R.p/�R. Let i0W B D B � f0g ! B � Œ0; 1� be the inclusion.

Then i�
0

E� Œ0; 1�
i�
0

p�idŒ0;1�
�������!B� Œ0; 1� is a �–equivariant principal G –bundle and there

exists an isomorphism of �–equivariant principal G –bundles

f W i�0 E � Œ0; 1�!E

over B � Œ0; 1� whose restriction to B � f0g is the identity.

Proof Let pnW En! Bn be the restriction of i�
0

E to the n–skeleton Bn of B . We
will construct inductively over n an isomorphism of �–equivariant principal G –bundles

fnW En � Œ0; 1�
Š
�!EjBn�Œ0;1�

such that the restriction of fn to Bn � f0g is the identity and the restriction of fn to
Bn�1 � Œ0; 1� is fn�1 . Then we can define the desired isomorphism f by requiring
that f jBn�Œ0;1� D fn , since i�

0
E has the weak topology with respect to the filtration

by the En –s by Lemma A.6(i) and (ii).

The induction beginning nD�1 is trivial, the induction step from .n� 1/ to n done
as follows. Choose a �–pushout

ì2I

�=Hi �Sn�1

`
i2I qi//

��

Bn�1

��

ì2I

�=Hi �Dn `
i2I Qi

// Bn:

From Lemma A.5(i) and (ii) we obtain a � �G –pushout

ì2I

q�i En�1

`
i2I xqi//

��

En�1

��

ì2I

Q�i En `
i2I
xQi

// En;
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and thus a � �G –pushout

ì2I

q�i En�1 � Œ0; 1�

`
i2I xqi�idŒ0;1� //

��

En�1 � Œ0; 1�

��

ì2I

Q�i En � Œ0; 1� `
i2I
xQi�idŒ0;1�

// En � Œ0; 1�:

Hence it suffices to extend for each i 2 I the map of �–equivariant principal G –bundles
over �=Hi �Sn�1 � Œ0; 1�,

xi W q
�
i En�1 � Œ0; 1�

xqi�Œ0;1�
�����!En�1 � Œ0; 1�

fn�1
���!EjBn�1�Œ0;1�;

covering qi � idŒ0;1�W �=Hi �Sn�1� Œ0; 1�!Bn�1� Œ0; 1� to a map of �–equivariant
principal G –bundles over �=Hi �Dn � Œ0; 1�,

yi W Q
�
i En � Œ0; 1�!EjBn�Œ0;1�;

covering Qi� idŒ0;1�W �=Hi�Dn� Œ0; 1�!Bn� Œ0; 1� such that the restriction of yi to
�=Hi �Dn � f0g is fiberwise the identity. We obtain from xi a map of �–equivariant
principal G –bundles over �=Hi �Sn�1 � Œ0; 1�,

x0i W q
�
i En�1 � Œ0; 1�! .Qi � idŒ0;1�/

�Ej�=Hi�Sn�1�Œ0;1�;

covering the identity idW �=Hi �Sn�1 � Œ0; 1�! �=Hi �Sn�1 � Œ0; 1� such that the
restriction of x0i to �=Hi �Sn�1 � f0g is the identity. It remains to extend x0i to map
of �–equivariant principal G –bundles over �=Hi �Dn � Œ0; 1�,

y0i W Q
�
i En � Œ0; 1�! .Qi � idŒ0;1�/

�E;

covering the identity idW �=Hi � Dn � Œ0; 1� ! �=Hi � Dn � Œ0; 1� such that the
restriction of y0i to �=Hi �Dn�f0g is the identity. We obtain from (8-1), now applied
to Dn� Œ0; 1� instead of Dn , isomorphisms of �–equivariant principal G –bundles over
�=Hi �Dn � Œ0; 1�,

aW .� �G/=Hi �Dn
� Œ0; 1�

Š
�!Q�i En � Œ0; 1�;

bW .� �G/=Hi �Dn
� Œ0; 1�

Š
�! .Qi � idŒ0;1�/

�E;

for an appropriate subgroup Hi � � �G if we convert the left G–action into a right
G–action in the usual way. By conjugation with the restrictions of a and b�1 to
�=Hi �Sn�1 � Œ0; 1�, we obtain from x0i an isomorphism of �–equivariant principal
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G –bundles over �=Hi �Sn�1 � Œ0; 1�,

x00i W .� �G/=Hi �Sn�1
� Œ0; 1�

Š
�! .� �G/=Hi �Sn�1

� Œ0; 1�:

The remaining problem is to extend x00i to an isomorphism of �–equivariant principal
G –bundles over �=Hi �Dn � Œ0; 1�,

y00i W .� �G/=Hi �Dn
� Œ0; 1�

Š
�! .� �G/=Hi �Dn

� Œ0; 1�;

whose restriction to Dn�f0g is the restriction of b�1 ıa to Dn�f0g. Notice that x00i
is the same as a map Sn�1� Œ0; 1�!map��G..��G/=Hi ; .��G/=Hi/ and y00i is the
same as map Dn� Œ0; 1�!map��G..� �G/=Hi ; .� �G/=Hi/. Hence the remaining
problem is to extend a given map

Sn�1
� Œ0; 1�[Dn

� f0g !map��G..� �G/=Hi ; .� �G/=Hi/

to a map
Dn
� Œ0; 1�!map��G..� �G/=Hi ; .� �G/=Hi/:

This is possible since there is a retraction Dn � Œ0; 1�! Sn�1 � Œ0; 1�[Dn � f0g.

11 Universal equivariant principal bundles

Fix a family of local representations R which satisfy Condition (H) introduced in
Definition 6.1. In this section we construct the universal �–equivariant principal G–
bundle and in particular the classifying space for �–equivariant principal G –bundles
with respect to R.

Definition 11.1 (Compatibility) We call R compatible with the �–CW–complex X

if for any x 2 X and .H; ˛/ 2 R with �x � H the pair .�x; ˛j�x
/ belongs to R

again.

Remark 11.2 Notice that this condition is automatically satisfied for every �–CW–
complex if R is closed under taking subgroups, ie for .H; ˛/ in R and K �H we
have .K; ˛jK / 2R.

Consider �–CW–complexes X and B and a �–equivariant principal G–bundle
pW E ! B over the �–CW–complex B with R.p/ � R. Let Bundle�;G;R.X / be
the set of isomorphism classes of �–equivariant principal G –bundles qW E!X with
R.q/�R. Suppose that R is compatible with X . Then for any �–map f W X ! B
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the pullback f �p is a �–equivariant principal G –bundle with R.f �p/�R. Because
of Theorem 10.1 the pullback construction yields a well-defined map

(11-1) cW ŒX;B�� ! Bundle�;G;R.X /; Œf � 7! Œf �p�:

Notation 11.3 (Classifying space of a family of subgroups) Given group G and a
family F of subgroups of G , denote by EF .G/ the classifying space of the family F .

Recall that EF .G/ is a G –CW–complex whose isotropy groups belong to F and for
which the H –fixed point set EF .G/

H is nonempty and weakly contractible for every
H 2 F . A model always exists. For any G –CW–complex X whose isotropy groups
belong to F , there is up to G–homotopy precisely one G–map X ! EF .G/. In
particular two models for EF .G/ are G –homotopy equivalent. For more information
about classifying spaces of a family we refer for instance to the first author [23].

Theorem 11.4 (Classifying space for �–equivariant principal G –bundles with family
of local representatives contained in R satisfying Condition (H)) Let R be a family of
local representations for .�;G/ satisfying Condition (H) introduced in Definition 6.1.
Define

E.�;G;R/ WDEF.R/.� �G/r ;

B.�;G;R/ WDEF.R/.� �G/r=G;

where F.R/ is the family of subgroups of � � G introduced in Lemma 3.5. Let
pW E.�;G;R/! B.�;G;R/ be the projection. Let X be a �–CW–complex such
that R is compatible with X in the sense of Definition 11.1.

Then pW E.�;G;R/! B.�;G;R/ is a �–equivariant principal G–bundle and the
map c defined in (11-1),

cW ŒX;B�� ! Bundle�;G;R.X /; Œf � 7! Œf �p�;

is bijective.

Proof We conclude from Theorem 8.1 (ii) that pW E.�;G;R/! B.�;G;R/ is a
�–equivariant principal G –bundle.

We construct an inverse map

d W Bundle�;G;R.X /! ŒX;B��

as follows.

Let qW E ! B be a �–equivariant principal G–bundle whose family of local rep-
resentations is contained in R. We conclude from Theorem 8.1(i) that El is a left
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� � G–CW–complex whose isotropy groups belong to F.R/. Hence there is up
to � �G–homotopy precisely one � �G–map xf W El ! EF.R/.� �G/ which is
the same a map xf W E ! E.�;G;R/ compatible with the left �–actions and right
G –actions. Taking the G –quotient yields a map f W B!B.�;G;R/ which is unique
up to �–homotopy and for which the following diagram commutes:

E
xf //

q

��

E.�;G;R/

p

��
B

f

// B.�;G;R/

Hence q is up to isomorphism the pullback of the universal bundle p with the �–
map f W B ! B.�;G;R/ and the construction of this �–map f is unique up to
�–homotopy. Define d.Œq�/ by Œf �. This is well defined since obviously Œf � depends
only on the isomorphism class Œq� of q . Since f �p is isomorphic to q , we get
c ı d D idBundle�;G;R.X / . One easily checks d ı c D idŒX ;B�� .

This finishes the proof of Theorem 11.4.

We will call pW E.�;G;R/!B.�;G;R/ appearing in Theorem 11.4 the universal �–
equivariant principal G –bundle with respect to the family of local representations R.

If p0W E.;G;R/0 ! B.;G;R/0 is another such universal bundle, then there is a
commutative diagram of such bundles covering a �–homotopy equivalence f :

E.�;G;R/
xf //

p

��

E.�;G;R/0

p0

��
B.�;G;R/

f // B.�;G;R/0

That is, xf is compatible with the left � and the right G –actions and is a homeomor-
phism. Such a diagram is unique up to � �G –homotopy, in particular the �–map f
is unique up to �–homotopy.

12 Reduction of the structure group to a maximal compact
subgroup

If K is a subgroup of G and p0W E0!B is a �–equivariant principal K–bundle, then

xp0W E0 �K G! B; .e;g/ 7! p0.e/
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inherits the structure of a �–equivariant principal G –bundle in the obvious way. One
has just to verify local triviality of the underlying principal G –bundle xp0 .

Definition 12.1 (Reduction) Let pW E!B be a �–equivariant principal G –bundle.
Given a subgroup K � G , a reduction to a �–equivariant principal K–bundle is a
�–equivariant principal K–bundle p0W E0 ! B together with an isomorphism of
�–equivariant principal G –bundles from xp0 to p .

Lemma 12.2 Let pW E! B be a �–equivariant principal G –bundle and K �G be
a subgroup. Let f W E!G=K be a � �G–map, where we equip the target with the
� �G–action given by .;g/ � g0K D gg0K . Suppose that the pair .G;K/ satisfies
Condition (S); see Definition 4.1. Put Ef D f �1.1K/. Let pf W Ef ! B be the
restriction of p to Ef . Then:

(i) The map pf W Ef ! B is a �–equivariant principal K–bundle which is a K–
reduction of p .

(ii) Every K–reduction of pW E! B is up to isomorphism of �–equivariant princi-
pal K–bundles of the form pf W Ef ! B for appropriate f .

(iii) If f0; f1W E ! G=K are � � G–maps which are � � G–homotopic, then
pf0
W Ef0

! B and pf1
W Ef1

! B are isomorphic as �–equivariant principal
K–bundles.

Proof (i) From Lemma 4.4 we obtain a � �G –homeomorphism

uW E0 �K G
Š
�!E; .g; e/ 7! e �g:

It remains to show that p0W E0!B is a principal K–bundle, ie to show local triviality.
Since p is locally trivial, it suffices to treat the case, where EDG�B and pW G�B!

B is the projection. Choose a quasiregular open subset U �G=K with 1K 2 U and
a map sW U ! G satisfying pr ıs D idU , where prW G ! G=K is the projection.
Let V be the open subset of B given by p.f �1.U //. Since V is �–invariant, it is
quasiregular by Lemma A.1(vi). Let ˛W V !G be the map sending v to s ıf .v; 1/.
Then we obtain an automorphism of the trivial principal G –bundle G �B!G �B ,

x̨W G �V
Š
�!G �V; .g; v/ 7! .g �˛.v/; v/:

If � W G � V ! G=K sends .g; v/ to gK , then � ı x̨ D f . Hence x̨ induces a
commutative diagram of K–spaces

p�1
f
.V /

pf jp�1
f
.V / ""

Š // V �K

||
V
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such that the horizontal arrow is a K–homeomorphism and the right vertical arrow is
the projection.

(ii) Let p0W E0!B be a K–reduction of p . Choose an isomorphism of �–equivariant
principal G –bundles uW G�K E0!E . If we take f W E!G=K to be the composite
of u�1 with the obvious projection G �K E0!G=K , then p0 is pf .

(iii) Fix a � �G–homotopy hW E � Œ0; 1�! G=K with hk D fk for k D 0; 1. Let
qW E� Œ0; 1�!B� Œ0; 1� be the �–equivariant principal G –bundle given by p� idŒ0;1� .
Then we obtain a �–equivariant principal K–bundle qhW .E�Œ0; 1�/h!B�Œ0; 1� whose
restriction to B �fkg is pfk

for k D 0; 1. Now the claim follows from Theorem 10.1.

Definition 12.3 (Almost connected group) Given a group G , let G0 be its component
of the identity and define the component group xG by xG DG=G0 . We call G almost
connected if its component group xG is compact.

The next result is due to Abels [1, Corollary 4.14].

Theorem 12.4 (Almost connected groups) Let G be a locally compact Hausdorff
topological group. Suppose that G is almost connected.

Then G contains a maximal compact subgroup K which is unique up to conjugation,
and the H –fixed point set .G=K/H is contractible for every compact subgroup H �K .

Theorem 12.5 (Existence of a K–reduction) Let G and � be locally compact second
countable topological groups. Suppose that G is almost connected. Let K � G be a
maximal compact subgroup. Let R be a family of local representations for .�;G/ such
that for each element .H; ˛/ in R the subgroup H � � is compact. Let RK be the
family of local representations of .�;K/ which is given by RK D f.H; ˛/ j ˛.H /�

K; .H; ˛/ 2Rg.

Then every �–equivariant principal G –bundle pW E! B with R.p/�R has a (pre-
ferred) K–reduction p0W E0!B which is unique up to isomorphism of �–equivariant
principal K–bundles and satisfies R.p0/�RK .

Proof Condition .H / is always satisfied under the conditions of Theorem 12.5 because
of Theorem 6.3. It suffices to prove the claim for the universal �–equivariant principal
G –bundle because of Theorem 11.4, since K–reductions are compatible with pullbacks.

Let pW E.�;G;R/!B.�;G;R/ be the universal �–equivariant principal G –bundle
with respect to the family R; see Theorem 11.4. Recall that E.�;G;R/ is a ��G –CW–
complex whose isotropy groups belong to the family of subgroups F.R/ associated
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to R. For any element in K.H; ˛/ 2 F the image of K.H; ˛/ under the projection
� �G!G is compact and hence a closed subgroup of G . Lemma A.7 implies that
E.�;G;R/=� is a G –CW–complex. Because of Theorem 12.4 the G –CW–complex
G=K is the classifying space for proper G –actions. Hence there is up to G –homotopy
precisely one map E.�;G;R/=�! G=K . We conclude that there is up to � �G–
homotopy precisely one � �G –map f W E.�;G;R/!G=K . From Lemma 12.2 we
obtain a K–reduction pf of p which is unique up to isomorphism of �–equivariant
principal K–bundles. One easily checks R.pf /�RK .

Example 12.6 (Equivariant vector bundles and Riemannian metrics) In the case GD

GLn.R/, we have O.n/ as the maximal compact subgroup and Theorem 12.5 implies
the well-known statement that any equivariant vector bundle � over a proper �–CW–
complex can be equipped with a �–invariant Riemannian metric and that two equivariant
vector bundles over a proper �–CW–complex with �–invariant Riemannian metrics
admit an isomorphism respecting the �–invariant Riemannian metrics if and only the
equivariant vector bundles are isomorphic (after forgetting the invariant Riemannian
metrics).

13 On the homotopy type of the classifying space

In this section we want to establish for H � � a weak homotopy equivalenceG
Œ˛�2homR.H ;G/=G

BCG.˛/' B.�;G;R/H ;

where Œ˛� runs over the G–conjugacy classes of homomorphisms ˛W H ! G with
.H; ˛/ 2R. This will follow from Theorem 13.1.

Let hom.H;G/ be the space of homomorphisms of topological groups H ! G ,
endowed with the subspace topology from hom.H;G/�map.H IG/; see Section A.5.
Denote by hom.H;G/=G the quotient space under the conjugation action of G , ie, the
left G –action sending .g; ˛/ 2G�hom.H;G/ to cg ı˛ , where cgW G!G sends g0

to gg0g�1 ; see Section A.5. Recall that the centralizer of ˛ 2 hom.H;G/ is

CG.˛/ WD fg 2G j g˛.h/g�1
D ˛.h/ for all h 2H g:

For R a family of local representations for .�;G/, and .H; ˛/ in R define

homR.H;G/ WD f˛ 2 hom.H;G/ j .H; ˛/ 2Rg

and note that homR.H;G/ is closed under the conjugation of G .
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Theorem 13.1 (Fixed point sets of B.�;G;R/) Let R be a family of local repre-
sentations for .�;G/ satisfying Condition (H) introduced in Definition 6.1. Consider
an element .H; ˛/ in R.

(i) We obtain a bijection

homR.H;G/=G
Š
�! �0.B.�;G;R/H /:

(ii) Given .H; ˛/ in R, let B.�;G;R/H˛ be the path component of B.�;G;R/H
that corresponds under the bijection of (i) to the class of ˛ in homR.H;G/=G .
Then there exists a weak homotopy equivalence

BCG.˛/
'
�! B.�;G;R/H˛ :

Proof (i) We obtain from Theorem 11.4 bijections

�0.B.�;G;R/H /
Š
�! Œ�=H;B.�;G;R/�� Š�! Bundle�;G;R.�=H /:

Given ˛ 2 homR.H;G/, we obtain a �–equivariant principal G –bundle

�˛W � �˛ G! �=H; .;g/ 7! H;

where � �˛ G is the quotient of � �G under the left H –action given by h � .;g/D

. � h�1; ˛.h/ �g/. We conclude from Lemma 5.1 (ii) and (iii) that any �–equivariant
principal G–bundle qW E ! �=H with R.q/ � R is isomorphic to �˛ for some
˛ 2 homR.H;G/, and for two elements ˛; ˇ 2 homR.H;G/ the �–equivariant prin-
cipal G–bundles �˛ and �ˇ are isomorphic if and only if the classes of ˛ and ˇ in
homR.H;G/=G agree. Hence we obtain a bijection

homR.H;G/=G
Š
�! Bundle�;G;R.�=H /; Œ˛� 7! Œ�˛ �:

(ii) Let pW E.�;G;R/!B.�;G;R/ be the canonical projection which is a principal
G –bundle. We want to show that p induces a principal CG.˛/–bundle

p.H ;˛/W E.�;G;R/K.H ;˛/! B.�;G;R/H˛ :

Abbreviate E DE.�;G;R/. Consider .H; ˛/ 2R. Let EhH i be the subspace of E

consisting of those elements e 2E such that for each h 2H there exists g 2G with
h � e D e � g . For each e 2 E define �e 2 hom.H;G/ by requiring h � e D e � �e.h/.
Thus we can define a map of sets

�W EhH i! hom.H;G/:
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Next we show that � is continuous. We apply Theorem 9.1 at the point b D p.e/ and
obtain a commutative diagram

� ��b
.T �G/

f

Š
//

q

��

p�1.V /

pj
p�1.V /

��
� ��b

T
u

Š
// V:

It suffices to show the composite of � with the map f hH iW .���b
.T �G//hH i!EhH i

is continuous.

Put �hH i D f 2 � j �1 �H �  � �bg. Consider the commutative diagram

�hH i
�0 //

� _

��

hom.H; �b/� _

��
�

�
// hom.H; �/;

where �0 and � respectively are given by conjugating the inclusion homomorphism
i W H ! �b with  2 �hH i and  2 � respectively, the left vertical arrow is the
inclusion of subgroups and the right vertical arrow is the injection induced by the
inclusion �b ! � . Since map.H; �b/ is the preimage of the constant map under
map.H; �/!map.H; �=�b/, we conclude from Lemma A.2 that the right vertical
arrow is the inclusion of a closed subspace. As explained in Lemma A.2, the conjugation
map � � hom.H; �/! hom.H; �/ is continuous. We conclude that � and hence �0

are continuous. Define a map of sets

�W �hH i �G! hom.H;G/

by sending .;g/ to the composite H
c ıi
���! �b

�e
�! G

cg

�! G , where i W H ! �b is
the inclusion. Since �0 is continuous, � is continuous. The map � factorizes through
the obvious projection �hH i � G ! .� ��b

G/hH i , which is an identification, to
a continuous map x�W .� ��b

G/hH i ! hom.H;G/ making the following diagram
commutative:

�hH i �G

��

�

''
.� ��b

G/hH i
x�
// hom.H;G/
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If prW ���b
.T �G/!���b

G is the projection, the following diagram is commutative:

.� ��b
.T �G/

�hH i f hH i //

prhH i

��

EhH i

�

��
.� ��b

G/hH i
x�

// hom.H;G/

Hence x�ıprhH iD�ıf hH i . This implies �ıf hH i and hence �W EhH i! hom.H;G/
is continuous. One easily checks that � is a G –map.

Let EhH ;˛i be the preimage under � of the orbit G �˛ � hom.H;G/ with respect to
the action of G on hom.H;G/ given by composing with conjugation automorphisms.
Hence � induces a G –map

�0˛W E
hH ;˛i

!G �˛:

Since R satisfies Condition (H), the G–map �˛W G=CG.˛/! G �˛;g 7! cg ı˛ is a
homeomorphism. Define the G –map

�˛ D �
�1
˛ ı �

0
˛W E

hH ;˛i
!G=CG.˛/:

One easily checks that the preimage of 1 �CG.˛/ 2G=CG.˛/ under �˛ is EK.H ;˛/ .
Since .G;CG.˛// satisfies Condition (S), it implies that the canonical G –map

G �CG.˛/EK.H ;˛/
!EhH ;˛i

is a G –homeomorphism. One easily checks EhH ;˛i is the preimage of B.�;G;R/H˛
under pW E.�;G;R/! B.�;G;R/. Hence p induces a CG.˛/–map

p.H ;˛/W E.�;G;R/K.H ;˛/! B.�;G;R/H˛
for which the following diagram of G –spaces commutes:

G �CG.˛/EK.H ;˛/ Š //

G�GCG .˛/
p.H;˛/ **

EhH ;˛i

pj
p�1.B.�;G;R/H˛ /tt

B.�;G;R/H˛

Since the right vertical arrow is a principal G–bundle, Lemma 12.2 implies that
p.H ;˛/W E.�;G;R/K.H ;˛/! B.�;G;R/H˛ is a principal CG.˛/–bundle.

Let X be a CW–complex and f W X!B.�;G;R/H˛ be a weak homotopy equivalence.
Let qW f �E.�;G;R/K.H ;˛/ ! X be the pullback of the principal CG.˛/–bundle
p.H ;˛/ . Every principal G–bundle is a fibration. We conclude from the long exact
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sequence of homotopy groups associated to p.H ;˛/ and q and the five lemma that
the induced map f �E.�;G;R/K.H ;˛/ ! E.�;G;R/K.H ;˛/ is a weak homotopy
equivalence. Since E.�;G;R/K.H ;˛/ is weakly contractible, the same is true for
f �E.�;G;R/K.H ;˛/ . Since q is a principal G–bundle over the CW–complex X

with weakly contractible total space, it is a model for the universal principal CG.˛/–
bundle and X is a model for BCG.˛/.

14 Examples

14.1 Some special cases for G , � and R

Example 14.1 (Trivial � ) Suppose � is trivial. Then there is only one family R of
local representations consisting of f1g !G , and the universal �–equivariant principal
G–bundle with respect to the family of local representations R is the same as the
universal principal G –bundle EG! BG.

Example 14.2 (Trivial G ) Suppose G is trivial. Then a family of local representa-
tions is the same as a family F of subgroups of � , and the universal �–equivariant
principal G–bundle with respect to the family of local representations RD F is the
identity EF .�/!EF .�/.

Example 14.3 (Trivial local representations) Let F be a family of subgroups of � .
Let T R.F/ be the system of local representations given by pairs .H; �H /, where H

belongs to F and �H is the trivial representation. Then a �–equivariant principal
G–bundle qW E ! B satisfies R.p/ � T R.F/ if and only if all isotropy groups
of B belong to F , the induced map q=�W E=� ! B=� is a principal G–bundle,
and q is the pullback of q=� with the projection prW B! B=� . This follows from
Theorem 9.1.

A model for the universal �–equivariant principal G –bundle associated to T R.F/ is

id�pW EF .�/�EG!EF .�/�BG;

where pW EG! BG is the universal principal G–bundle, the left �– and right G–
actions are given on the total space by  � .x; e/ �gD . �x; e �g/ and on the base space
by  � .x; b/ �g D . �x; b/.

Example 14.4 (R.F/) Consider a family F of subgroups of � . Define the associ-
ated family of local representations

R.F/ WD f.H; ˛/ jH 2 F and ˛W H !G is any group homomorphismgI
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in other words, H runs through elements in F and ˛ through all possible group
homomorphisms.

Then a �–equivariant principle G–bundle pW E ! B over the �–CW–complex B

satisfies R.p/ � R.F/ if and only if all isotropy groups of B belong to F . If
we suppose that R.F/ satisfies Condition (H) introduced in Definition 6.1, then in
this situation the universal �–equivariant principal G–bundle with respect to R.F/
classifies �–equivariant principal G –bundles over �–CW–complexes whose isotropy
groups belong to F .

If we choose F to be the family of compact subgroups and R.F/ satisfies Con-
dition (H), these are precisely the �–equivariant principal G–bundles over proper
�–CW–complexes.

Example 14.5 (n–dimensional complex vector bundles with Hermitian metrics over
proper �–CW–complexes) Let � be a topological group. Assume that all compact
subgroups of � are Lie groups and � is completely regular, eg � is a Kac–Moody
group, or that � is locally compact, second countable and has finite covering dimension,
eg is a Lie group. Let G D U.n/ be the Lie group of unitary automorphisms of Cn .
Consider the family of representations

R WD f.H; ˛/ jH is compact and ˛W H !G is any group homomorphismg;

which is the family R.COM/ of Example 14.4 associated to the family COM of
compact subgroups.

In this case hom.H;U.n// is isomorphic to the space of unitary representations of H

on Cn , and hom.H;U.n//=U.n/ is isomorphic to the set of isomorphism classes of n–
dimensional unitary H –representations. Denote by V1;V2; : : : ;Vk ; : : : the irreducible
unitary representations of H and di WDdimC Vi . The set of isomorphism classes unitary
n–dimensional H –representations can be parametrized with the set of partitions of n

using the dimensions di , ie

hom.H;U.n//=U.n/Š f.n1; n2; : : : ; nk ; : : :/ j n1d1C � � �C nkdk C � � � D n; ni � 0g:

If the homomorphism ˛W H ! U.n/ induces the representation V D
L

i V
˚ni

i , then
the isotropy group is

CU.n/.˛/Š
Y

i

U.ni/

and therefore we have that

B.�;U.n/;R/H Š
G

f.n1;n2;:::;nk ;:::/jn1d1C���CnkdkC���Dn;ni�0g

Y
i

BU.ni/:
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14.2 Compact abelian Lie group G

Let � be a topological group. Assume that all compact subgroups of � are Lie groups
and � is completely regular, eg � is a Kac–Moody group, or that � is locally compact,
second countable and has finite covering dimension, eg is a Lie group. Let G be a
compact abelian Lie group.

Consider the family of representations

R WD f.H; ˛/ jH is compact and ˛W H !G is any group homomorphismg;

which is the family R.COM/ of Example 14.4 associated to the family COM of
compact subgroups. We have

homR.H;G/D hom.H;G/

and therefore we obtain from Theorem 13.1 a weak homotopy equivalenceG
hom.H ;G/

BG' B.�;G;R/H :

Whenever G D S1 we have that hom.H;S1/ Š H 2.BH;Z/ and BS1
' K.Z; 2/.

Therefore we obtain a weak homotopy equivalenceG
H 2.BH;Z/

K.Z; 2/' B.�;S1;R/H :

Now make the stronger assumption that � is a Lie group. Then for every compact
subgroup H � � the homogeneous space �=H is a smooth manifold and hence a
CW–complex. This implies that E� �� B.�;G;R/ is a CW–complex. Because of
Theorems 6.3 and 11.4 we have the universal �–equivariant G–bundle with respect
to R,

pW E.�;G;R/! B.�;G;R/:

Applying the homotopy quotient with respect to the group � we obtain a principal
G –bundle over a CW–complex

G!E� �� E.�;G;R/!E� �� B.�;G;R/

which can be classified by a map

E� �� B.�;G;R/! BG:

This map induces an adjoint map

 W B.�;G;R/!map.E�;BG/
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which is �–equivariant. In general the map  is not a �–equivariant homotopy
equivalence, but under the specific choices of � , G and R above indeed they are.

Theorem 14.6 Let � be a Lie group and let G be a compact abelian Lie group. Put
RDR.COM/ for COM the family of compact subgroups of � . Let X be a proper
�–CW complex.

Then the map

map.idX ;  /W map.X;B.�;G;R//!map.X;map.E�;BG//; f 7!  ıf;

is a weak �–homotopy equivalence.

In particular we obtain bijections

Bundle�;G;R.X /Š ŒX;B.�;G;R//��
Š
�! ŒX;map.E�;BG/�� D ŒE� �� X;BG�;

and, when G D S1 ,

Bundle�;S1;R.X /ŠH 2.E� �� X;Z/:

Proof For a compact subgroup H of � , we claim that the induced map

 H
W B.�;G;R/H !map.E�;BG/H 'map.BH;BG/

is a weak homotopy equivalence; the proof is based on the proofs and results of [20, The-
orem 2 and Proposition 4]. From Theorem 13.1 we know that

B.�;G;R/H Š
G

˛2hom.H ;G/

B.�;G;R/H˛ ;

and since G is abelian we know that

E.�;G;R/K.H ;˛/! B.�;G;R/H˛

is a G–principal bundle. Therefore we have a commutative square of principal G–
bundles

E.�;G;R/K.H ;˛/ //

��

EG

��
B.�;G;R/H˛ '

// BG;
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where the bottom arrow is a homotopy equivalence. This square induces another square
of associated principal G –bundles

(14-1)

E� �K.H ;˛/E.�;G;R/K.H ;˛/ //

��

E� �H ;˛ EG

��

// EG

��
E�=H �B.�;G;R/H˛ '

// E�=H �BG // BG;

where on the upper left corner the group K.H; ˛/ acts on E� via the canonical
isomorphism H ŠK.H; ˛/, on the upper middle term the group H acts on EG via
the homomorphism ˛W H ! G and the horizontal maps on the right-hand side are
classifying maps. In [20, Proof of Theorem 2, page 173] it is shown that the adjoint
map of the lower horizontal maps of diagram (14-1),

BG!map.E�;EG/H 'map.BH;BG/;

is a weak equivalence on basepoint components; therefore the map

 H
jB.�;G;R/H˛ W B.�;G;R/

H
˛ !map.E�;BG/H 'map.BH;BG/

is also a weak equivalence of basepoint components. In [20, Proposition 4] it is shown
that the map

BW hom.H;G/! ŒBH;BG�

given by the classifying space functor is an isomorphism, and since the bundle
E� �H ;˛ EG is constructed through the action defined by the homomorphism ˛ ,
then we conclude that the map

 H
W B.�;G;R/H !map.E�;BG/H 'map.BH;BG/

is indeed a weak homotopy equivalence.

Hence for every proper �–CW–complex Y the induced map

(14-2)  �W ŒY;B.�;G;R/�� ! ŒY;map.E�;BG/�� ; Œf � 7! Œ ıf �

is bijective; see [22, Proposition 2.3 on page 35].

In order to show that map.idX ;  / is a weak �–homotopy equivalence, it suffices to
show for any �–CW–complex Z that the induced map

map.idX ;  /�W ŒZ;map.X;B.�;G;R//�� ! ŒZ;map.X;map.E�;BG//�� ;

Œf � 7! Œmap.idX ;  / ıf �;
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is bijective; see [22, Proposition 2.3 on page 35]. Because of the adjunctions appearing
in Section A.4 and the identification �0.map.A;B/�/ D ŒA;B�� for �–spaces A

and B , this is equivalent to showing that adjoint map

 �W ŒX �Z;B.�;G;R/�� ! ŒX �Z;map.E�;BG/�� ; Œf � 7! Œ ıf �

is bijective, where � acts diagonally on X �Z . Since � is a Lie group and X is a
proper �–CW–complex, X �Y is �–homotopy equivalent to a proper �–CW–complex
Y . Hence map.idX ;  / is a weak �–homotopy equivalence because of the bijectivity
of (14-2).

The other claims follow using Theorem 13.1.

15 The case when GDPU.H/ is the projective unitary group

Twisted versions of K–theory may be defined via a specific type of projective unitary
bundles. The key point is that the space Fred.H/ of Fredholm operators on a separable
Hilbert space H endowed with the norm topology, which itself has the homotopy type
of Z�BU (see Atiyah [3] and Jänich [13]), carries a conjugation action by the group
PU.H/ of projective unitary operators. Thus, to a pair .X;P / of a CW–complex X

together with a principal PU.H/–bundle

PU.H/! P !X

over X , one can associate the twisted K–theory groups K�i.X;P / (see Atiyah and
Segal [4]) defined as the homotopy groups

K�i.X;P / WD �i.�.P �PU.H/ Fred.H///

of the space of sections of the associated Fred.H/–bundle

Fred.H/! P �PU.H/ Fred.H/!X:

The equivariant version of the previous construction requires equivariant projective
unitary bundles of a certain kind, and in order to construct their universal and classifying
space we need to show that the group PU.H/ satisfies items (i), (ii) and (iv) of
Condition (H) introduced in Definition 6.1. In what follows, we will show that PU.H/
satisfies items (i), (ii) and (iv) of Condition (H), whenever we consider homomorphisms
˛W H ! PU.H/ from finite groups H .
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15.1 Existence of local cross sections for H finite

Let U.H/ and PU.H/ be respectively the unitary and projective unitary groups of a
separable Hilbert space H . The group U.H/ is defined as

U.H/ WD fU 2 B.H/ j U U � D U �U D 1g;

where B.H/ denotes the space of bounded operators on H . Its center Z.U.H// is S1 ,
and PU.H/ is the quotient U.H/=S1 . We endow U.H/ with the norm topology, ie a
subbase for the topology is given by the sets

B�.T / WD fS 2 U.H/ j kS �T k< �g;

where
kT k WD supfkT xk j x 2H such that kxk � 1g:

Endow PU.H/ with the quotient topology and note this topology can be recovered
with the metric defined by the distance between the S1 –orbits, ie for T;U 2 PU.H/
define

.T;U /min WDminfk zT � zU k j zT ; zU 2 U.H/ are lifts of T;U respectivelyg:

With these topologies the groups U.H/ and PU.H/ become a topological groups. The
short exact sequence of topological groups

1! S1
! U.H/

p
�! PU.H/! 1

is an S1 –principal bundle (cf Simms [32]).

The group U.H/ endowed with the norm topology is moreover a Banach Lie group;1

namely, U.H/ is a Banach manifold whose structural maps are maps of Banach
manifolds; see for instance [29, Example V.1.6, page 391]. It can be modeled locally
by the vector space A of skew-adjoint operators

A WD fL 2 B.H/ jLCL� D 0g

via the exponential map

expW A! U.H/; L 7! exp.L/I

in this way we could think of the skew-adjoint operators as the tangent space of U.H/
at the identity, T1U.H/DA.

1A reference for the foundations of Banach manifolds may be found in Lang [17], and a reference on
the properties the properties of Banach Lie groups and their Banach Lie algebras may be found in de la
Harpe [10] and Neeb [29] and the references therein.
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This in particular implies that a base of open sets around 1 2 U.H/ may be obtained
by the image of the exponential map of a base of open sets around 0 2A. Denoting
by iR the operators of the form r

p
�1 � idH for r 2R, we obtain the diagram

(15-1)
0 // iR //

exp
��

A � //

exp
��

A= iR // 0

1 // S1 // U.H/
p // PU.H/ // 1

which in particular permits us to model locally PU.H/ through any section

0 // iR // A
�
// A= iR

�
zz

// 0

by the composition
p ı exp ı � W A= iR! PU.H/

making the following diagram commutative:

A
�
//

exp
��

A= iR

�

xx

p ı exp ı�
��

U.H/
p
// PU.H/

Now let H be a finite group. Recall that hom.H;PU.H// obtains the subspace
topology from its embedding into map.H;PU.H//; see Section A.5. Since PU.H/
is metric, this topology can also be defined with the supremum metric of (B-1).

Consider the conjugation action

PU.H/� hom.H;PU.H//! hom.H;PU.H//; .g; ˛/ 7! g˛g�1

and for ˛ 2 hom.H;PU.H// denote by

PU.H/ �˛ WD fg˛g�1
j g 2 PU.H/g

the orbit of ˛ under the conjugation action. We claim the following.

Theorem 15.1 For any finite group H and any ˛ 2 hom.H;PU.H//, the projection

prW PU.H/! PU.H /=CPU.H//.˛/

is a principal CPU.H/.˛/–bundle and the canonical map

�˛W PU.H /=CPU.H/.˛/
Š
�! PU.H / �˛

is a homeomorphism.
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Its proof needs some preparation. For ˛W H ! PU.H/ denote by

zH WD ˛�U.H/

the central S1 –extension of H defined by the pullback of ˛ making the following
diagram commutative:

(15-2)
1 // S1

D��

// zH

z̨
��

 // H //

˛
��

1

1 // S1 // U.H/ // PU.H/ // 1

Denote the space of homomorphisms from zH to U.H/ on which the kernel of the map
zH!


H acts by multiplication by

homS1. zH ;U.H// WD ff 2 hom. zH ;U.H// j f .x/D x for all x 2 ker. /g;

and endow it with subspace topology homS1. zH ;U.H// � hom. zH ;U.H//. (This is
automatically compactly generated by the next result.)

Lemma 15.2 The space homS1. zH ;U.H// is closed and open in hom. zH ;U.H//.

Proof Consider the restriction map

AW hom. zH ;U.H//! hom.S1;U.H//;
f 7! f jker. /;

and note that homS1. zH ;U.H//DA�1.�/ where �.�/.x/D � �x for any x 2H .

Take any other ˇ 2 hom.S1;U.H// and since it defines a representation of S1 different
from � , there must exists an element x 2H of norm 1 and an integer k ¤ 1 such that
ˇ.�/x D �kx . We have then

k�; ˇksup � sup
�2S1

k�.�/x�ˇ.�/xk D sup
�2S1

j1��k�1
j> 1

and therefore we can conclude that � is an isolated point in hom.S1;U.H//. Hence
A�1.�/ is closed and open.

Define also the space of homomorphisms from H to PU.H/ which induce isomorphic
central S1 –extensions of H by

hom.H;PU.H// zH
WD fˇW H ! PU.H/ j ˇ�U.H/Š zH as central S1–extensions of H g

and endow it with the subspace topology of hom.H;PU.H//. (This is automatically
compactly generated by the next result.)
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Lemma 15.3 The space hom.H;PU.H// zH is closed and open in hom.H;PU.H//.

Proof The isomorphic classes of central extensions of a finite group are in one to one
correspondence with the group H 2.H;S1/. This cohomology group can be calculated
by the continuous cohomology (see Segal [31, Example 1.4]) as the quotient of the
topological groups

ker
�
map.H 2;S1/

ı
�!map.H 3;S1/

�
im
�
map.H;S1/

ı
�!map.H 2;S1/

�
where ı denotes the standard group cohomology differential. For a homomorphism
˛ 2 hom.H;PU.H// define the 2–cocycle zc˛ 2map.H 2;S1/ by

zc˛.g; h/ WD ę.g/ ę.h/ Ą.gh/
�1
;

where ę.g/ 2 U.H/ denotes fixed lifts of ˛.g/ for all g 2H . If

xc˛.g; h/ WD ˛.g/˛.h/˛.gh/�1

denotes the 2–cocycle defined by a different choice of lifts, then, since ˛.g/ ę.g/�1

is in the center of U.H/ for all g 2H , the map e 2map.H;S1/,

e.g/ WD ˛.g/ ę.g/�1
;

satisfies the equation ı.e/ �zc˛Dxc˛ . Therefore we have the equality cohomology classes
Œzc˛ �D Œxc˛ �. Thus we can define a map

�W hom.H;PU.H//!H 2.H;S1/;

˛ 7! Œzc˛ �:

Next we prove that it is continuous. Since H is finite and U.H/ ! PU.H/ is a
principal S1 –bundle, we can define a small neighborhood V of ˛ in hom.H;PU.H//
such that for every h there exists a continuous map V !U , ˇ 7! ě.h/ whose value for
ˇD˛ is the given lift ę.h/ and whose composite with the projection U.H /!PU.H /

is the evaluation map ˇ 7! ˇ.h/. Now we can define a continuous map

V !map.H 2;S1/0 WD ker
�
map.H 2;S1/

ı
�!map.H 3;S1/

�
;

ˇ 7! zcˇ WD ě.g/ ě.h/Ǎ.gh/
�1
:

Since the quotient map

map.H 2;S1/0!map.H 2;S1/0= Im.ı/DH 2.H;S1/
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is continuous, and H 2.H;S1/ is finite, we conclude that the map � is continuous.

Any 2–cocycle zc˛ defines a S1 –central extension H �zc˛ S1 of H , and it is classical
result in group theory that zH and H �zc˛ S1 are isomorphic as central extensions
of H .

Therefore hom.H;PU.H// zH D�
�1.Œzc˛ �/ and hence we have that it is open and closed

in hom.H;PU.H//.

Before we proceed with the study of the canonical map �W homS1. zH ;U.H// !
hom.H;PU.H// zH , we will make use of Banach Lie group structure of U.H/ to prove
the following lemma.

Lemma 15.4 For n > 1 let U.H/n WD fU 2 U.H/W U n D 1g and let PU.H/n WD
fU 2 PU.H/ j U n D 1g. Then the projection map

pjU.H/n W U.H/n! PU.H/n

is a local homeomorphism.

Proof The subspace U.H/n is a Banach submanifold of U.H/ since it is the inverse
image f �1.f1g/D U.H/n for the function

f W U.H/! U.H/; U 7! U n

that is analytical. Take U 2 U.H/n and consider the isomorphism of tangent spaces

RU�1 W TUU.H/ Š�! T1U.H/; L 7!LU�1:

Since the tangent space of U 2 U.H/n at U is

TUU.H/n D
�

L 2 B.H/
ˇ̌̌
LU �CUL� D 0 and

n�1X
kD0

U kLU n�k�1
D 0

�
;

its image under RU�1 becomes

RU�1TUU.H/n D
�

ACA� D 0 and
n�1X
kD0

U kAU n�k
D 0

�
:

The vector space iR of diagram (15-1) is not included in RU�1TUU.H/n since for
AD r

p
�1 with r¤0 the sum

Pn�1
kD0 U kAU n�kDnr

p
�1¤0. Therefore the vector

space RU�1TUU.H/n maps isomorphically to �.RU�1TUU.H/n/ under the map �
of diagram (15-1). By the inverse function theorem for Banach manifolds [17, Theo-
rem 1, Section I.5, page 13] the map p restricted to U.H/n �U�1 has a local inverse
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around 1, and hence the map pjU.H/n W U.H/n! PU.H/n has a local inverse around
a neighborhood of U in U.H/n .

Proposition 15.5 The canonical map

�W homS1. zH ;U.H//! hom.H;PU.H// zH ;

f W zH ! U.H/ 7! f=S1
W zH=S1

! U.H/=S1;

is a principal hom.H;S1/–bundle, and since hom.H;S1/ is finite, it is also a local
homeomorphism.

Proof The map �W homS1. zH ;U.H//! hom.H;PU.H// zH is continuous because
of Lemma A.4. One easily checks that it is surjective.

Define the hom.H;S1/–action on homS1. zH ;U.H// by the map

hom.H;S1/� homS1. zH ;U.H//! homS1. zH ;U.H//; .r; f / 7! r �f;

where .r � f /.zh/ WD r. .zh// � f .zh/ for all zh 2 zH . One easily checks that the ac-
tion is free and that � and �.f / D �.r � f / holds for all r 2 hom.H;S1/ and
f 2 homS1. zH ;U.H//. Hence � induces a surjective map

x�W homS1. zH ;U.H//= hom.H;S1/! homS1. zH ;U.H//:

Next we show that x� is injective and therefore that � is locally bijective. Consider
f;g 2 homS1. zH ;U.H// with �.f /D �.g/. For all h 2H , take any lift zh 2 zH such
that  .zh/ D h and define the element r.h/ 2 S1 by the equation f .zh/ D r.h/g.zh/.
Note that r.h/ does not depend on the choice of lift and therefore we obtain a map
r W H ! S1 . For h; k 2H with respective lifts zh; zk 2 zH one has

r.hk/g.zhzk/D f .zhzk/D r.h/g.zh/r.k/g.zk/D r.h/r.k/g.zhzk/;

and therefore we see that r 2 hom.H;S1/ and r �f D g .

We are left with showing that � is a local homeomorphism.

For h 2H denote by jhj its order and by hhi the cyclic group it generates. Since all
central S1 –extensions of cyclic groups are trivializable, the restriction of zH to hhi
must be isomorphic to S1�hhi; therefore we can choose a lift zh 2 zH for each h 2H

such that zh generates a cyclic group of order jhj.
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Define the restriction maps

‰W homS1. zH ;U.H//!
Y

h2H

hom.hzhi;U.H//; z̨ 7!

Y
h2H

z̨j
hzhi
;

 W hom.H;PU.H// zH !
Y

h2H

hom.hhi;PU.H//; ˛ 7!
Y

h2H

˛jhhi;

and note that both maps ‰ and  are injective. We claim moreover that the map ‰
induces a homeomorphism onto its image. The proof is as follows: For � > 0 and
z̨ 2 homS1. zH ;U.H//, consider the open ball of radius � defined by the supremum
metric of (B-1),

B�.z̨/ WD ff 2 homS1. zH ;U.H// j kz̨.g/�f .g/k< � for all g 2 zH g;

and note that this open ball can also be defined as

B�.z̨/ WD ff 2 homS1. zH ;U.H// j kz̨.zh/�f .zh/k< � for all h 2H g;

since for all � 2 S1 we have that

kz̨.zh/�f .zh/k D kz̨.� � zh/�f .� � zh/k:

For the restricted homomorphisms z̨j
hzhi

we can also consider the open balls of radius �

B�.z̨jhzhi/ WD ff 2 hom.hzhi;U.H// j kz̨.g/�f .g/k< � for all g 2 hzhig;

and therefore we get the following equality of sets:

‰.B�.z̨//D

�Y
h2H

B�.z̨jhzhi/

�
\‰.homS1. zH ;U.H///

This implies that the map ‰ induces an open map onto its image, and since it is injective
and continuous, it induces a homeomorphism onto its image.

Denoting by �hW hom.hzhi;U.H//! hom.hhi;PU.H// the canonical map defined by
�h. /.h/D  .zh/, we obtain the following commutative diagram:

(15-3)

homS1. zH ;U.H// ‰ //

�

��

Q
h2H

hom.hzhi;U.H//
Q

h �h

��
hom.H;PU.H// zH  

//
Q

h2H

hom.hhi;PU.H//

Since there are canonical homeomorphisms

hom.hzhi;U.H// Š�! U.H//jhj; f 7! f .zh/;
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by Lemma 15.4 we know that there must exist � such that the maps

�hW B�.z̨jhzhi/! �h.B�.z̨jhzhi//

are homeomorphisms for all h 2H ; denote by

�h W �h.B�.z̨jhzhi//! B�.z̨jhzhi/

these inverse maps. Restricting to the open subset B�.z̨/ of the top left corner of the
diagram (15-3), we obtain the following diagram:

B�.z̨/

�

��

‰.B�.z̨//
Š

.‰jB�.z̨//
�1

oo

�.B�.z̨//
 

//  .�.B�.z̨///;

Š .
Q

h �h/j .�.B�.z̨///

OO

where the right-hand side vertical arrow is the homeomorphism that the maps �h induce
once restricted to the open set

 .�.B�.z̨///D

�Y
h

�h.B�.z̨jhzhi//

�
\

�Y
h

�h

�
‰.B�.z̨//;

and the upper horizontal arrow is the inverse of ‰ restricted to B�.z̨/.

Since the map  is injective, we can define the map

.‰jB�.z̨//
�1
ı

�Y
h

�h

� ˇ̌̌̌
 .�.B�.z̨///

ı W �.B�.z̨//! B�.z̨/;

which clearly is the inverse map of � once it is restricted to B�.z̨/. This proves that �
is a local homeomorphism.

The conjugation action of U.H/ on homS1. zH ;U.H// factors through the projection
U.H/! PU.H/ to an action

PU.H//� homS1. zH ;U.H//! homS1. zH ;U.H//;

since the conjugation action restricted to the center of U.H/ is trivial.

Lemma 15.6 Let ˛W H !PU.H/ and z̨W zH ! U.H/ be as in diagram (15-2). Then
the existence of a local cross section for the conjugation map U.H/!U.H/ � z̨ implies
the existence of a local cross section of the conjugation map PU.H/! PU.H/ �˛ .
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Proof This follows from the commutativity of the diagram

U.H/ //

��

PU.H/

��

D // PU.H/

��
U.H/ � z̨ D // PU.H/ � z̨

� // PU.H/ �˛;

where the vertical arrows are defined by conjugation on z̨ and ˛ respectively, and the
conclusion of Proposition 15.5 that the map � is a local homeomorphism.

Lemma 15.7 For z̨ 2 homS1. zH ;U.H// the map induced by the conjugation action

U.H/! U.H/ � z̨; g 7! g z̨g�1

has a local cross section.

Proof For ˇ;  2 homS1. zH ;U.H// let

Tˇ; WD

Z
zH

ˇ.zh/ ı  .zh�1/ dzh 2 U.H/

be the intertwining operator between ˇ and  in Gaal [8, VII.1.Proposition 21], where
dzh is the normalized Haar measure on zH . We have

ˇ ıTˇ; D Tˇ; ı ;

T �ˇ; D T;ˇ;

since for all a 2 zH one has

Tˇ; ı  .a/D

Z
zH

ˇ.zh/ ı  .zh�1a/ dzh D

Z
zH

ˇ.azh/ ı  .zh�1/ dzhD ˇ.a/ ıTˇ; ;

T �ˇ; D

Z
zH

.ˇ.zh/ ı  .zh�1//� dzh D

Z
zH

 .zh�1/� �ˇ.zh/� dzh

D

Z
zH

 .zh�1/�1
�ˇ.zh/�1 dzh

D

Z
zH

 .zh/ �ˇ.zh�1/ dzhD T;ˇ:

Notice that since ˇ and  belong to homS1. zH ;U.H//, then the intertwiner Tˇ; can
also be defined by the finite sum

(15-4) Tˇ; WD
1

jH j
�

X
h2H

ˇ.zh/ ı  .zh�1/;
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where zh is any fixed choice of lift of h in zH . We can choose an open neighborhood
of z̨ :

V WD
n
ˇ 2 homS1. zH ;U.H//

ˇ̌
k˛.zh/�ˇ.zh/k< 1

jH j
for all h 2H

o
:

The triangle inequality implies that for all ˇ in V we have k1�Tˇ;z̨k< 1 and therefore
the operator Tˇ;z̨ is invertible. Hence we get a map

� W V !GL.H/; ˇ 7! Tˇ;z̨;

whose continuity follows from the finite sum definition of Tˇ;z̨ of (15-4). It satisfies
for every ˇ 2 V ,

�.ˇ/ ı z̨ ı �.ˇ/�1
D ˇ;

�.ˇ/� ıˇ D z̨ ı �.ˇ/�:

Composing the map � with the retraction

�W GL.H/! U.H/; T 7! T
p
.T �T /

�1

defined by Kuiper in [16, Chapter 4], we obtain a continuous map

� WD � ı � W V ! U.H/

from an open neighborhood V of z̨ in homS1. zH ;U.H// to U.H/ with

�.ˇ/ ı z̨ ı �.ˇ//�1
D ˇ:

Since the action of U.H/ is transitive on U.H/ � z̨ , the translations of the previously
defined local cross section define local cross sections around any point in the orbit
space.

Corollary 15.8 The space homS1. zH ;U.H// is homeomorphic to the disjoint union
of its orbits under the conjugation action of U.H/. Hence each orbit U.H/ � z̨ is open
and closed in homS1. zH ;U.H//.

Proof From the proof of Lemma 15.7 we know that for ˛; ˇ 2 homS1. zH ;U.H//
lying in different orbits there must exist h 2H such that for all lifts zh,

k˛.zh/�ˇ.zh/k �
1

jH j
;

and therefore the distance between ˛ and ˇ is greater or equal than 1=jH j. This
implies that different orbits are separated by at least a distance of 1=jH j and therefore
homS1. zH ;U.H// is homeomorphic to the disjoint union of its orbits under the conju-
gation action of U.H/.
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Proof of Theorem 15.1 Lemmas 15.6 and 15.7 imply the existence of local cross
sections for the map

PU.H/! PU.H/ �˛; g 7! g˛g�1:

This map is the composite of the projection prW PU.H/! PU.H /=CPU.H//.˛/ with
the bijective continuous map �˛W PU.H /=CPU.H//.˛/! PU.H / � ˛ . This implies
that �˛ has local cross sections and hence is a homeomorphism. We conclude that
prW PU.H/! PU.H /=CPU.H//.˛/ has local cross sections and hence is a principal
CPU.H//.˛/–bundle by Remark 4.3. This finishes the proof of Theorem 15.1.

Proposition 15.9 Let H be a finite group and ˛ 2 hom.H;PU.H//. Then (i), (ii)
and (iv) of Condition (H) are satisfied:

(i) The path component of ˛ in hom.H;PU.H// is contained in the orbit PU.H/�˛ .

(ii) The canonical map PU.H/! PU.H/=CPU.H/.˛/ is a CPU.H/.˛/–principal
bundle.

(iv) The canonical map

�˛W PU.H/=CPU.H/.˛/! hom.H;PU.H//; gCPU.H/.˛/ 7! g˛g�1

is a homeomorphism onto its image.

Proof Consider the commutative diagram

U.H/ � z̨ �
� //

�

��

homS1. zH ;U.H// �
� //

�

��

hom. zH ;U.H//

��
PU.H/ �˛ �

� // hom.H;PU.H// zH
� � // hom.H;PU.H/:

By Lemma 15.3 we know hom.H;PU.H// zH is open and closed in hom.H;PU.H/,
by Proposition 15.5 we know that the map � is a principal hom.H;S1/–bundle and by
Corollary 15.8 we know that U.H/ � z̨ is both open and closed in homS1. zH ;U.H//.
This implies that PU.H/ �˛ is open and closed in hom.H;PU.H/; this proves (i).

The other two conditions (ii) and (iii) have already been proved in Theorem 15.1.

15.2 Almost free �–equivariant stable projective unitary bundles

Let � be a Hausdorff topological group and consider the family of all finite subgroups
FIN .�/ of � . Let RDR.FIN .�// be the associated family of local representations

RD f.H; ˛/ jH 2 FIN .�/ and ˛W H ! PU.H/ is any group homomorphismg:

A �–CW–complex X is called almost free if all its isotropy groups are finite.
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Theorem 15.10 (Universal �–equivariant projective unitary bundle for almost free
�–CW–complexes) Let � be a Hausdorff topological group. Then the bundle

PU.H/!E.�;PU.H/;R/
p
�! B.�;PU.H/;R/

is a universal �–equivariant projective unitary bundle for almost free �–CW–complexes.

Proof The result follows from Theorem 11.4 since items (i), (ii) and (iv) of Condi-
tion (H) were proved in Proposition 15.9 and item (iii) follows from the fact that � is
Hausdorff and the subgroups H 2 FIN .�/ are finite.

Certainly one can associate a Fred.H/–bundle to any �–equivariant projective unitary
bundle and one can take the homotopy groups of its �–equivariant sections. This
procedure applied to some �–equivariant projective unitary bundles may fail to produce
the expected twisted equivariant K–theory groups, let us see why: For a finite subgroup
H of � and any group homomorphism ˛W H ! PU.H/, we can construct the �–
equivariant principal PU.H/–bundle

� �˛ PU.H/! �=H;

where � �˛ PU.H/ is the quotient of � �PU.H/ under the left H –action given by
h � .;g/D .h�1; ˛.h/g/. The associated bundle

.� �˛ PU.H//�PU.H/ Fred.H/Š � �˛ Fred.H/

is equivalent to the quotient of � �Fred.H/ under the left H –action which is given
by h � .;F /D .h�1; ˛.h/F˛.h/�1/. Therefore the space of �–equivariant sections
of the bundle

� �˛ Fred.H/! �=H

is homeomorphic to the space of ˛–invariant operators

Fred.H/˛ WD fF 2 Fred.H/ j ˛.h/F˛.h/�1
D F for all h 2H g:

Now, the index map

indexW Fred.H/˛!R. zH /; F 7! ker.F /� coker.F /

maps an ˛–invariant operator to an element of the Grothendieck ring of representations
of zH WD ˛�U.H/, group which was defined in diagram (15-2).

In order for the homotopy groups of Fred.H/˛ to represent the local coefficients for
twisted equivariant K–theory, we know that we need to impose two conditions on the
homomorphism ˛W H ! PU.H/:
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� The image of the index map is a subgroup of R. zH /; this in order for the
connected components �0.Fred.H/˛/ to be a group.

� All the representations of zH , on which S1Dker. zH!H / acts by multiplication,
must appear on the image of the index map; this in order to obtain a theory
compatible with restriction of representations.

If a homomorphism ˛ satisfies these two conditions, then the index map

indexW �0.Fred.H/˛/ Š�!R˛.H /;

induces an isomorphism between the path components of Fred.H/˛ and the Grothen-
dieck group

R˛.H / WD fV 2R. zH / j S1
D ker. zH !H / acts by multiplication on V g

of so called ˛–twisted H –representations.

Homomorphisms that satisfy these two conditions will be called stable; cf [4, Section 6].

Definition 15.11 (Stable homomorphism) A homomorphism ˛W H ! PU.H/ is
stable if all irreducible representations of zH on which S1 D ker. zH ! H / acts by
multiplication appear infinitely number of times.

Define the set S of stable local representations for almost free �–actions by

S D f.H; ˛/ jH 2 FIN .�/ and ˛W H ! PU.H/ is a stable homomorphismg:

Note that S is indeed a family of local representations since conjugation of stable
homomorphisms is also stable and the restriction of a stable homomorphism to a
subgroup is stable; this last statement follows from the Frobenius reciprocity theorem
since all irreducible ˛jK –twisted representations of K subgroup of H may be obtained
from the ˛–twisted representations of H .

Now let B be an almost free �–CW–complex. Then a �–equivariant principle PU.H/–
bundle pW E!B whose family of local representations is contained in S is the same
as a �–equivariant stable projective unitary bundle over B in the sense of [5, Defini-
tion 2.2]. Note that the existence of the local data appearing in [5, Definition 2.2] is
automatically satisfied by Theorem 9.1.

We obtain from Theorem 11.4 a universal �–equivariant stable projective unitary bundle
pW E.�;PU.H/;S/!B.�;PU.H/;S/ such that for any almost free �–CW–complex
X the pullback construction yields a bijection from ŒX;B.�;PU.H/;S/�� to the set
of isomorphism classes of �–equivariant stable projective unitary bundles over X .
This generalizes [5, Theorem 3.4], where � is assumed to be discrete. Summarizing,
we get the following.
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Theorem 15.12 (Universal �–equivariant stable projective bundle) Let � be a Haus-
dorff topological group. Then the bundle

PU.H/!E.�;PU.H/;S/
p
�! B.�;PU.H/;S/

is a universal �–equivariant stable projective unitary bundle for almost free �–CW–
complexes.

For X a proper �–CW–complex, the set of the isomorphism classes of projective
unitary �–equivariant stable bundles over X has been denoted by Bun�st .X;PU.H//
in [5, Definition 2.2]; we have then the canonical isomorphisms of sets

Bun�st .X;PU.H//D Bundle�;PU.H/;S.X /
Š
�! ŒX;B.�;PU.H/;S/�� :

Therefore the �–equivariant stable projective unitary bundle

PU.H/!E.�;PU.H/;S/
p
�! B.�;PU.H/;S/

is the universal twist in equivariant K–theory for almost free �–CW–complexes. In
particular, for a fixed �–equivariant map f W X ! B.�;PU.H/;S/ with X almost
free �–CW–complex, the twisted equivariant K–theory groups of the pair .X; f / can
be defined as

K�i
� .X; f / WD �i.Sections.f �E.�;PU.H/;S/�PU.H/ Fred.H//�/;

namely, as the homotopy groups of the space of �–equivariant sections of the associated
Fred.H/–bundle; see [5, Appendix A] for further properties of the twisted equivariant
K–theory groups defined in this way.

Now, in the case that � is furthermore a Lie group we can show that there is an
isomorphism between the set Bundle�st .X;PU.H// and H 3.E� �� X;Z/.

Theorem 15.13 Let � be a Lie group and X be an almost free �–CW complex. Then
the map

map.idX ;  /W map.X;B.�;PU.H/;S//!map.X;map.E�;BPU.H///;
f 7!  ıf

is a weak �–homotopy equivalence.

In particular we obtain bijections

Bundle�;PU.H;S.X /Š ŒX;B.�;PU.H/;S/�� Š�! ŒX;map.E�;BPU.H//�� ;

ŒE� �� X;BPU.H/�ŠH 3.E� �� X;Z/:
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Proof For H a finite group of � we just need to show that the induced map

 H
W B.�;PU.H/;S/H !map.E�;BPU.H//H 'map.BH;BPU.H//

is a weak homotopy equivalence; the rest of the proof is formal and it is equivalent to
the one that appears in the proof of Theorem 14.6.

Let homS.H;PU.H// be the set of stable homomorphisms. In [5, Proposition 1.5] it
is shown that the map

homS.H;PU.H//=PU.H/ Š�! Ext.H;S1/; ˛ 7! zH D ˛�U.H/

is an isomorphism of sets, where Ext.H;S1/ denotes the set of isomorphism classes
of central S1 –extensions of H . Now, we have the isomorphism of sets

Ext.H;S1/ŠH 3.BH;Z/Š ŒBH;BPU.H/�;

since PU.H/ is K.Z; 2/–space by Kuiper’s Theorem [16]. Since by Theorem 13.1
we know that

homS.H;PU.H//=PU.H/ Š�! �0.B.�;PU.H/;S/H /;

we obtain the desired isomorphism at the level of connected components

�0. 
H /W �0.B.�;PU.H/;S/H / Š�! �0.map.E�;BPU.H//H /:

Take now ˛ 2 homS.H;PU.H//. By Theorem 13.1 we have a weak homotopy
equivalence

BCPU.H/.˛/
'
�! B.�;PU.H/;S/H˛ I

by [5, Theorem 1.8] we know that the homotopy groups of CPU.H/.˛/ are

�j .CPU.H/.˛//D

8<:
hom.H;S1/ for j D 0;

Z for j D 2;

0 otherwise.

By a simple calculation the homotopy groups for j > 0 of map.E�;BPU.H//H are

�j .map.E�;BPU.H//H /D

8<:
H 2.BH;Z/D hom.H;S1/ for j D 1;

H 0.BH;Z/D Z for j D 3;

0 otherwise.

Thus we see the homotopy groups of B.�;PU.H/;S/H and map.E�;BPU.H//H
are isomorphic and concentrated in degrees j D 0 and j D 2.
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Now, in order to show that indeed  H induces the desired isomorphism on homotopy
groups we need to resort to the proof of Theorem 13.1. For E DE.�;PU.H/;S/ we
know that

EjB.�;PU.H/;S/H˛ Š PU.H/�CPU.H/.˛/EK.H ;˛/

with EK.H ;˛/! B.�;PU.H/;S/H˛ a principal CPU.H/.˛/–bundle. Therefore the
map that defines  H ,

E�=H �B.�;PU.H/;S/H˛ ! BPU.H/;

is weakly homotopically equivalent to the map obtained by applying the classifying
space functor

BH �BCPU.H/.˛/! BPU.H/

to the group homomorphism

�W H �CPU.H/.˛/! PU.H/; .h;g/ 7! ˛.h/g:

Since all the zH representations defined by ˛ appear infinitely number of times, then it
follows that the inclusion of groups CPU.H/.˛/� PU.H/ induces an isomorphism on
the second homotopy groups �2 ; this implies that  H induces an isomorphism on the
third homotopy groups �3 . It remains to show that  H induces an isomorphism at
the level of fundamental groups.

The map � permits us to define a homeomorphism

CPU.H/.˛/! hom˛.Z�H;PU.H//; g 7! Œ.n; h/ 7! gn˛.h/�;

where

hom˛.Z�H;PU.H// WD fˇ 2 hom˛.Z�H;PU.H// j ˇ.0; h/D ˛.h/g:

Moreover we can define a group homomorphism (see [5, Lemma 1.6])

CPU.H/.˛/! hom.H;S1/; g 7! .h 7! z̨.zh/ ı xg ı z̨.zh/�1
ı xg�1/;

where zh is any lift of h in zH and xg is any lift of g on U.H/, such that it becomes an
isomorphism of groups on path connected components

�0.CPU.H/.˛//
Š
�! hom.H;S1/:
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Therefore we obtain the following commutative diagram:

�0.CPU.H/.˛//
Š //

Š

��

�0.hom˛.Z�H;PU.H/// // �0.mapB˛.BZ�BH;BPU.H///

Š

��
hom.H;S1/

Š
// ŒBH;BS1�

Š
// ŒBH; �BPU.H/�

where

mapB˛.BZ�BH;BPU.H// WD ff W BZ�BH! BPU.H/ j f .�;y/D B˛.y/g;

the right vertical arrow is given by the adjoint map since BZ' S1 and � denotes the
based loop space functor, and the bottom right map is defined via the homotopy equiv-
alence BS1

!�BPU.H/, which induces the homotopy equivalence BS1
! PU.H/.

Hence we conclude that at the level of fundamental groups the map � induces an
isomorphism

�1.BCPU.H/.˛//
Š
�! �1.map.BH;BPU.H///

and thus  H induces the desired isomorphism at the level of fundamental groups.

Appendix A: Compactly generated spaces

We briefly recall some basics about compactly generated spaces. More information
and proofs can be found in [33]. A topological space X is compactly generated if it
is a Hausdorff space and a set A�X is closed if and only if for any compact subset
C �X the intersection C \A is a closed subspace of C .

Every locally compact space, and every space satisfying the first axiom of countability,
eg a metrizable space, is compactly generated. If pW X ! Y is an identification
of topological spaces and X is compactly generated and Y is Hausdorff, then Y

is compactly generated. A closed subset of a compactly generated space is again
compactly generated. For open subsets one has to be careful as it is explained in
Section A.1.

A.1 Open subsets

Recall that a topological space X is called regular if for any point x 2X and closed
set A�X there exists open subsets U and V with x 2 U , A� V and U \V D∅.
A space is called locally compact if every x 2X possesses a compact neighborhood.
Equivalently, for every x 2 X and open neighborhood U there exist an open neigh-
borhood V of x such that the closure of V in X is compact and contained in U ; see
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Munkres [27, Lemma 8.2 in Section 3-8 on page 185]. Recall the Definition 1.1 saying
that an open subset U �X is called quasiregular if for any x 2U there exists an open
neighborhood Vx whose closure in X is contained in U .

Lemma A.1 (i) Let B be a (compactly generated) space. A quasiregular open
subset U � B equipped with the subspace topology is compactly generated.

(ii) Let f W X ! Y be a (continuous) map between (not necessarily compactly
generated) spaces. If V � Y is a quasiregular open subset, then f �1.V /�X

is a quasiregular open subset.

(iii) The intersection of finitely many quasiregular open subsets is again a quasiregular
open subset.

(iv) A space is regular if and only if every open subset is quasiregular.

(v) Any locally compact space, any metrizable space and every CW–complex are
regular.

(vi) Every �–invariant open subset of a �–CW–complex is quasiregular and com-
pactly generated when equipped with the subspace topology.

Proof (i) See [33, page 135].

(ii) Consider a point x 2 f �1.V /. Choose an open set W of Y such that f .x/ 2W

and the closure of W in B is contained in V . Then f �1.W / is an open subset of X

which contains x and whose closure in X is contained in f �1.V /.

(iii) Let U1 , U2 , . . . , Ur be quasiregular open subsets. Consider x 2 U WD
Tr

iD1 Ui .
Choose for every i D 1; 2 : : : ; r an open subset Vi with x 2Vi such that the closure xVi

of Vi in B is contained in Ui . Put V WD
Tr

iD1 Vi . Then x 2V and xV �
Tr

iD1
xVi �U .

Hence U is a quasiregular open subset.

(iv) See [27, Lemma 2.1 in Section 4-2 on page 196].

(v) This is obvious for locally compact spaces. Metrizable spaces are treated by
Munkres in [27, Theorem 2.3, Section 4-2, page 198]. Every CW–complex is para-
compact (see [25]) and hence in particular regular; see [27, Theorem 4.1, Section 6-4,
page 255].

(vi) The projection X !X=� is open and X=� is a CW–complex by Lemma A.7.
Now apply assertions (i), (iv) and (v).
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A.2 The retraction functor k

There is a construction which assigns to a topological Hausdorff space X a new
topological space k.X / such that X and k.X / have the same underlying sets, k.X /

is compactly generated, X and k.X / have the same compact subsets, the identity
k.X /! X is continuous and is a homeomorphism if and only if X is compactly
generated. Namely, define the new topology on k.X / by declaring a subset A� X

to be closed if and only if for every compact subset of X the intersection A\C is a
closed subset of C .

A.3 Mapping spaces, product spaces and subspaces

Given two compactly generated spaces X and Y , denote by map.X;Y /k:o: the set of
maps X ! Y with the compact-open topology, ie a subbasis for the compact-open
topology is given by the sets W .C;U /D ff W X ! Y j f .C / � U g, where C runs
through the compact subsets of X and U runs though the open subsets of Y . Notice
that map.X;Y /k:o: is not compactly generated in general. We denote by map.X;Y /
the topological space given by k.map.X;Y /k:o:/.

If X and Y are compactly generated spaces, then X �Y stands for k.X �p X /, where
X �p Y is the topological space with respect to the “classical” product topology.

If A�X is a subset of a compactly generated space, the subspace topology means that
we take k.Ast/ for Ast the topology space given by the “classical” subspace topology
on A.

Roughly speaking, all the usual constructions of topologies are made compactly gen-
erated by passing from Y to k.Y / in order to stay within the category of compactly
generated spaces.

A.4 Basic features of the category of compactly generated spaces

The category of compactly generated spaces has the following convenient features.

� A map f W X ! Y of compactly generated spaces is continuous if and only if
its restriction f jC W C ! Y to any compact subset C �X is continuous.

� The product of two identifications is again an identification.

� If X is locally compact and Y compactly generated, then X �Y and X �p Y

are the same topological spaces.

� The product of a �1 –CW–complex and of a �2 –CW–complex is a �1 � �2 –
CW–complex.
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� If X , Y , and Z are compactly generated spaces, then the obvious maps

map.X;map.Y;Z//
Š
�!map.X �Y;Z/;

map.X;Y �Z/
Š
�!map.X;Y /�map.X;Z/

are homeomorphisms and the map given by composition

map.X;Y /�map.Y IZ/!map.X;Z/

is continuous.

� Given a pushout in the category of compactly generated spaces, its product with
a compactly generated space is again a pushout in the category of compactly
generated spaces.

A.5 Space of homomorphisms

Let H and G be (compactly generated) topological groups. Let hom.H;G/ be the set
of group homomorphisms from H to G . It is obviously a subset of map.H;G/. The
proof of the next result is a typical formal proof using the convenient basic properties
of the category of compactly generated spaces.

Lemma A.2 The subset hom.H;G/ of map.H;G/ is closed.

Proof Consider the map

uW H �H �map.H;G/!G; .h1; h2; ˛/ 7! ˛.h1/ �˛.h2/ �˛.h1h2/
�1:

It is continuous since it can be written as a composition of maps each of which is
obviously continuous by the basic features presented in Section A.4:

H �H �map.H;G/
u1
�!H �map.H;G/�H �map.H;G/�H �map.H;G/

u2
�!G �G �G

u3
�!G;

where

u1.h1; h1; ˛/D .h1; ˛; h2; ˛; h1h2; ˛/;

u2.h1; ˛1; h2; ˛2; h3; ˛3/D .˛1.h1/; ˛2.h2/; ˛3.h3//;

˛3.g1;g2;g3/D g1g2g�1
3 :

Its adjoint is the continuous map

vW map.H;G/!map.H �H;G/; ˛ 7! v.˛/
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given by v.˛/.h1; h2/ WD ˛.h1/ �˛.h2/ �˛.h1h2/
�1 . The evaluation map

evW map.H;G/!G; ˛ 7! ˛.1/

is continuous by Section A.4. Since hom.H;G/ is the intersection of v�1.f1g/ and
ev�1.f1g/ and f1g �G is closed, hom.H;G/ is a closed subset of map.H;G/.

We will equip hom.H IG/ with the subspace topology coming from map.H;G/.
Notice that it is automatically compactly generated so that hom.H IG/ agrees with
k.hom.H IG//.

We leave the formal proof to the reader that the conjugation action

G � hom.H;G/! hom.H;G/; .g; ˛/ 7! cg ı˛

is continuous, where cgW G!G sends g0 to gg0g�1 .

We also include the following results.

Lemma A.3 Let pW X ! Y be an identification and Z be a space. Then the induced
map

p�W map.Y;Z/!map.X;Z/; f 7! f ıp;

is a closed embedding, ie has closed image and the induced map qW map.Y ;Z/!im.p�/
is a homeomorphism.

Proof Obviously p� is injective and continuous.

Next we show that the image of p� is closed. Consider f W X ! Z which is not
in the image of p� . Then there exists x0 and x1 in X with f .x0/ 6D f .x1/ and
p.x0/D p.x1/. Since the map

evW map.X;Z/ 7!Z �Z; f 7! .f .x0/; f .x1//

is continuous, the preimage of the open set f.z0; z1/ 2Z �Z j z0 6D z1g under ev is
an open set which contains f and does not meet im.p�/. Hence im.p�/ is closed in
map.X;Z/.

It remains to show that the inverse of q

q�1
W im.p�/!map.Y;Z/

is continuous. Consider an open subset V �map.Y;Z/k:o: . By the definition of the
compact open topology we can find an index set I , for every element i 2 I a finite
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index set Ji , and for every i 2 I and ji 2 Ji an open subset Ui;ji
� Y and a compact

subset Ci;ji
�Z such that

V D
[
i2I

\
ji2Ji

W .Ui;ji
;Ci;ji

/;

where W .Ui;ji
;Ci;ji

/D ff 2map.Y;Z/ j f .Ui;ji
/� Ci;ji

g. We have

q.V /D p�
�[

i2I

\
ji2Ji

W .Ui;ji
;Ci;ji

/

�
D

[
i2I

\
ji2Ji

p�.W .Ui;ji
;Ci;ji

//

D

[
i2I

\
ji2Ji

.W .p�1.Ui;ji
/;Ci;ji

/\ im.p�//

D

�[
i2I

\
ji2Ji

W .p�1.Ui;ji
/;Ci;ji

/

�
\ im.p�/;

where W .p�1.Ui;ji
/;Ci;ji

/ D ff 2 map.X;Z/ j f .p�1.Ui;ji
// � Ci;ji

g. SinceS
i2I

T
ji2Ji

W .p�1.Ui;ji
/;Ci;ji

/ is an open subset of map.Y;Z/k:o: , the subset q.V /

of im.p�/k:o: is open where the topology on im.p�/k:o: is the subspace topology with
respect to the inclusion im.p�/! map.X;Z/k:o: . Therefore we have that the map
q�1

k:o:W im.p�/k:o:!map.Y;Z/k:o: is continuous. This implies that the map

k.q�1
k:o:/W k.im.p

�/k:o:/! k.map.Y;Z/k:o:/Dmap.Y;Z/

is continuous. The identity induces a continuous map

i0W map.X;Z/D k.map.X;Z/k:o:/!map.X;Z/k:o:

and hence by restriction a continuous map i1W im.p�/! im.p�/k:o: . If we apply k to
it and use the fact that im.p�/ is compactly generated, we obtain a continuous map

i1W im.p�/! k.im.p�/k:o:/:

Since q�1W im.p�/!map.Y;Z/ is the composite of the two continuous maps k.q�1
k:o:/

and i1 above, it is continuous itself. This finishes the proof of Lemma A.3.

Lemma A.4 For every group G and G –spaces Y and Z the map

QY;Z W mapG.Y;Z/!mapG.Y=G;Z=G/; f 7! f=G;

is continuous.

Proof Let pY W Y ! Y=G and pZ W Z!Z=G be the projections. The map

.pZ /�W map.Y;Z/!map.Y;Z=G/; f 7! pZ ıf
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is continuous and hence induces a continuous map

pZ W mapG.Y;Z/!mapG.Y;Z=G/; f 7! pZ ıf:

Therefore the claim follows if we can prove that the map

QY;Z=G W mapG.Y;Z=G/!map.Y=G;Z=G/; f 7! f=G

is continuous. Its inverse is the map

p�Y W map.Y=G;Z=G/!mapG.Y;Z=G/; f 7! f ıpY ;

which is a homeomorphism by Lemma A.3. This finishes the proof of Lemma A.4.

A.6 Further features of the category of compactly generated spaces

Lemma A.5 Consider a commutative square of �–spaces:

B0
i1 //

i2

��

B1

j1

��
B2

j2

// B

Then:
(i) The square is a �–pushout if and only if it is pushout after forgetting the group

action.
(ii) If the square above is a �–pushout and f W E! B is a �–map, then the square

obtained by the pullback construction

E0
x{1 //

x{2

��

E1

x|1

��
E2

x|2

// E

is a �–pushout.
(iii) If the given square is a �–pushout, the square

B0=�
i1=� //

i2=�

��

B1=�

j1=�

��
B2=�

j2=�

// B=�

is a pushout of spaces.
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Proof (i) Suppose that the square is a (nonequivariant) pushout. We want to show that
it is a �–pushout. Consider �–maps fk W Bk!Y for kD0; 1; 2 satisfying fkıikDf0

for kD 1; 2. Then there is precisely one map f W B!X with f ıjkDfk for kD 1; 2.
It remains to show that f is �–equivariant. This follows from the fact that the product
of � with the square above is again a (nonequivariant) pushout. This follows formally
from the adjunctions of mapping spaces and the universal property of pushouts.

Now suppose that the square is a �–pushout. Then it is a pushout after forgetting the
group action, since there is a bijection

aW map.B;X /
Š
�!map�.B;map.�;X //; f 7! a.f /;

where a.f / sends b 2 B to the map �!X ,  7! f . � b/, X is a (nonequivariant)
space and map.�;X / becomes a �–space  �f .h/ WD f .h /.

(ii) Because of assertion (i), we can assume without loss of generality that � is
trivial. The map j1q j2W B1qB2!B is an identification since the given square is a
pushout. Then idE �j1q idE �j2W E �B1qE �B2!E �B is an identification;
see [33, Theorem 4.4]. Consider E as a closed subspace of E �B by identifying e

with .e; f .e//. Then the restriction of idE �j1q idE �j2 to the preimage of E is
again an identification which can be identified with x|1q x|2W E1qE2!E . Obviously
the square obtained by the pullback construction is a pushout of sets. Hence it is a
pushout of spaces.

(iii) This follows from the universal properties of a pushout and the projection maps
B! B=� .

Lemma A.6 Let B0 �B1 �B2 � � � � �B be a filtration of the �–space B by closed
�–invariant subspaces.

(i) We have B D colimn!1Bn in the category of �–spaces if and only if we have
after forgetting the �–actions B D colimn!1Bn in the category of spaces.

(ii) Suppose that we have B D colimn!1Bn in the category of �–spaces. Let
f W E! B be a �–map. Then we obtain a filtration

E0 �E1 �E2 � � � � �E

of E by closed �–invariant subspaces En D f
�1.Bn/ with the property that

E D colimn!1En holds in the category of �–spaces.
(iii) Suppose that B D colimn!1Bn holds in the category of �–spaces. Then

B0=� � B1=� � B2=� � � � � � B=�

is a filtration of the space B� by closed subspaces with the property that
B=� D colimn!1Bn=� holds in the category of spaces.
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Proof (i) The proof is similar to the one of Lemma A.5(i), using the fact that after
forgetting the group actions we obtain a filtration by closed subspaces � � B0 �

� �B1 � � �B2 � � � � � � �B such that � �B D colimn!1 � �Bn holds in the
category of �–spaces; see [33, Theorem 10.3].

(ii) Let A � E be a subset. Suppose that A\En is closed. We have to show that
A�E is closed, or, equivalently, that for every compact subset C �E the space C\A

is a closed subspace of C . Since f .C / is compact, there exists a natural number n

with f .C /�Bn . This implies C �En ; see [33, Lemma 9.3]. Now the claim follows
from A\C DA\ .C \En/D .A\En/\C since A\En is closed in En and hence
.A\En/\C is closed in C .

(iii) This follows from the universal properties of colimn!1 and of the quotient maps
Bk ! Bk=� and B! B=�k .

Lemma A.7 If X is a G–CW–complex. Let N � G a normal subgroup and Q be
the topological group G=N and prW G!Q be the projection. Suppose for any x 2X

that pr.Gx/ is closed in Q. (This assumption is automatically satisfied if N is compact
or Q is trivial.)

Then X=N is a Q–CW–complex.

Proof Let prW G!Q be the projection. Consider a subgroup H �G such that pr.H /

is closed in Q. Then we obtain a Q–homeomorphism N n.G=H /�!Š Q= pr.H /. Now
the claim follows from Lemma A.5(i) and (iii) and Lemma A.6(i) and (iii).

Appendix B: Some properties of locally compact groups

Let H and G be topological groups. For ˛ in hom.H;G/, let CG.˛/ be the centralizer
of ˛ , ie, CG.˛/D fg 2G j cg ı˛ D ˛g, and denote by G �˛ the orbit of ˛ under the
G –action. Then the map

�˛W G=CG.˛/!G �˛; gCG.˛/ 7! cg ı˛

is bijective, continuous and G –equivariant. The next two theorems are the main results
of this section.

Theorem B.1 Let H be a compact group, let G a locally compact second countable
group and ˛ 2 hom.H;G/.

Then the connected component C˛ of ˛ in hom.H;G/ is contained in the orbit of ˛
under G , ie C˛ �G �˛ .
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Theorem B.2 Let G be a second countable, locally compact group which is almost
connected. Let H be a compact group.

Then �˛W G=CG.˛/!G �˛ is a G –homeomorphism.

Their respective proofs need some preparation. For a compact space X and a complete
metric space .Y; d/ we can equip the set of continuous maps from X to Y with the
supremum metric

(B-1) dsup.˛; ˇ/ WD supfd.˛.x/; ˇ.x// j x 2X g;

and obtain a complete metric space; see [27, Theorem 1.4, Section 7-1, page 267].
Moreover, the topology induced by the supremum metric agrees with the compact-open
topology by [27, Theorem 4.6, Section 7-4, page 283 and Theorem 5.1, Section 7.5,
page 286]. In particular map.X;Y /Dmap.X;Y /k:o: .

The following result is due to Birkhoff [6] and Kakutani [14].

Theorem B.3 A Hausdorff topological group is metrizable if and only if it is first
countable. In this case the metric can be taken to be left invariant.

Theorem B.3 implies that for a locally compact first countable group G we can choose
a left invariant metric dG inducing the given topology such that G with this metric
is complete. Note that completeness follows from local compactness. Namely, we
then can find an � > 0 such that the closed ball xB�.1/ around 1 is compact and hence
the closed ball xB�.g/ around any g 2G is compact which implies that every Cauchy
sequence contains a subsequence contained in B�.g/ for some g 2 G and hence
contains a convergent subsequence, by [27, Theorem 7.4, Section 3-7, page 181], and
finally we can apply [27, Lemma 1.1, Section 7-1, page 264]

Recall from Section A.5 that we have equipped hom.H;G/ with the subspace topology
of map.H;G/, that hom.H;G/�map.H;G/ is closed and that the conjugation action

G � hom.H;G/! hom.H;G/; .g; ˛/ 7! cg ı˛

is continuous. Hence this topology on hom.H;G/ agrees with the topology coming
from the compact-open topology on map.H;G/ restricted to hom.H IG/ as well
with the topology associated to the supremum metric restricted to hom.H;G/, and
hom.H;G/ is a complete metric space with the supremum metric.

The next theorem is taken from Lee and Wu [21, Theorem I] and obviously implies
Theorem B.1.
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Theorem B.4 Let H be a compact group and G a locally compact second countable
group. Let C � hom.H;G/ be a connected component of the space hom.H;G/. Then
if � and � are in C , then there exists g 2G with � D cg ı� .

The following result is taken from Lee and Wu [21, Theorem II]. Notice that the
condition of being almost connected is necessary; see [21, Example, page 412].

Theorem B.5 Let L be a locally compact group which is almost connected. Let F be
a compact subgroup of L and denote by i W F !L the inclusion. If fx� j � 2ƒg is a
net in L such that the homomorphisms cx� ı i converge to an element � 2 hom.F;L/,
then there exists an element y 2L such that � D cy ı i .

Theorem B.6 Let G be a locally compact group which is almost connected. Let H be
a compact group and ˛ 2 hom.H;G/. Then the orbit G �˛ of ˛ under the conjugation
action of G is closed in hom.H;G/.

Proof Suppose we have a net fg� 2 G j � 2 ƒg of elements of G such that the
homomorphisms cg� ı˛ converge to an element � 2 hom.H;G/. We want to show
that � belongs to G �˛ .

Let us take LDH �G and K.H; ˛/ WD f.h; ˛.h/ j h 2H g the associated compact
subgroup of H �G defined by ˛ . We have then that L is locally compact and L

is almost connected. Denote by i W K.H; ˛/!H �G the inclusion and take the net
f.1;g�/2H �G j�2ƒg of elements in H �G induced by the elements g� 2G . Note
that since the homomorphisms cg�ı˛ converge to �2hom.H;G/, the homomorphisms

c.1;g�/ ı i 2 hom.K.H; ˛/;H �G/

converge to the homomorphism �� 2 hom.K.H; ˛/;H �G/ defined by

��.h; ˛.h// WD .h; �.h//:

Applying Theorem B.5 we know that there exists a pair .y;g/ 2 H �G such that
�� D c.y;g/ ı i ; this implies that for all h 2H ,

.h; �.h//D .yhy�1;g˛.h/g�1/;

and therefore we can conclude that � D cg ı˛ . Hence � belongs to the orbit G �˛ .

Finally we give the proof Theorem B.2.
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Proof of Theorem B.2 Since G is second countable, it is a Lindelöf space, ie, every
open covering contains a countable subcovering; see [27, Theorem 1.3, Section 4-1,
page 191].

By Theorem B.6 we know that the orbit G � ˛ is closed in hom.H;G/. We have
already explained that hom.H;G/ is a complete metric space. We conclude that the
orbit G � ˛ is a complete metric space and hence by the Baire Category Theorem
(see [27, Theorem 7.2, Section 7.7, page 294]) also a Baire space, ie every countable
union of closed sets each of which has empty interior has itself empty interior.

Next we show that the map �˛ is an open map. Since we know that it is a bijective
continuous G–map, this will imply that �˛ is indeed a G–homeomorphism. Since
the image and source of �˛ are transitive G –spaces, it suffices to show for every open
set U of G containing 1G 2G that there exists an open neighborhood of ˛ which is
contained in �˛.U /.

Since G is locally compact and the map �W G � G ! G , .g1;g2/ 7! g�1
1

g2 is
continuous, we can find a nonempty open set V � U such that its closure K D xV is
compact and satisfies

K�1K WD fk�1
1 � k2 j k1; k2 2Kg � U I

any nonempty open set V � U such that xV � xV � ��1.U /\U �U satisfies this
condition.

Since G is a Lindelöf space, it can be covered by countably many G–translates
of the open subset V and hence also by countably many G–translates of the sub-
set K . This implies that G=CG.˛/ can be covered by countably many G–translates
of KCG.˛/=CG.˛/. Since each

�˛.gKCG.˛/=CG.˛//D gK �˛

is a closed set in G � ˛ and G � ˛ is a Baire space, one of the G–translates of
KCG.˛/=CG.˛/ must have nonempty interior. This implies that K �˛ has nonempty
interior, and therefore the set K�1K �˛ contains an open neighborhood of ˛ . Since
K�1K˛ is contained in i˛.U /, the claim follows.
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